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Abstract:

All levels of society, individuals, businesses and governments, must be
involved in order to reverse the unsustainable path that society is currently
on. Though much has been written about what needs to be done, there is
much less literature on how to do it. This study attempts to start filling this
gap.
This paper is focused on the Vision 2050 report which acknowledges the
role businesses have in moving society towards sustainability. The Vision
2050 report which was released by the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development explores the current reality business is
facing and the opportunities that are available for them
to incorporate sustainability into the mainstream of their business. The
study examines how businesses can begin to integrate sustainability into
their company‘s operations and services, using the report for inspiration
and the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development as guidance. A
suggested approach is presented in the form of an implementation guide,
which can be used by business to help them navigate their organization,
collaborate with others and to develop an action plan as they work to
integrating sustainability into their operations
Keywords: Strategic sustainable development, Vision 2050, For-profit
companies, Implementation guide, Collaborative innovation, System
thinking.
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Executive summary
Background and Research Questions
While quality of life has improved thanks to the Industrial Revolution it has
also put a strain on our ecological system thanks to the goods we ever
increasingly consume that are produced because of it. If society continues
with the same unsustainable trend, our relationship with nature can only get
worse if we think that the global population is estimated to reach more than
9 billion people by 2050.
Our current situation is asking for a redesign of our values and priorities,
and new measurements of success. We need to shift to a new and shared
concept of prosperity: a concept based on fairness and happiness within the
limits of a finite planet. Our economic system has a major role to play in
this redesign. Vision 2050, a report released by the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development in February 2010 understands that. The
report, whose authors include some of the world's biggest companies was
written by business in an effort to recognize the role businesses have to play
in moving society towards a sustainable future. The report provides a vision
of what a sustainable world could look like by 2050, one where ‗In 2050
around 9 billion people live well, and within the limits of the planet‘. It also
provides a pathway, divided into 9 elements (People‘s Values, Human
Development, Economy, Agriculture, Forests, Energy and Power,
Buildings, Mobility and Materials). Each element has a list of actions to be
completed before 2020 in order to attain the vision. As highlighted in the
report, its biggest unanswered question is ‗How do we get there?‖.
Our research aims to analyze how a Strategic Sustainable Development
(SSD) approach can be integrated into an Implementation Guide in an effort
to help companies move towards the achievement of Vision 2050 goals in a
strategic manner, with the ultimate goal of creating a sustainable society.
This study explores this by asking the following main research question:
How can multinational for-profit companies implement a Strategic
Sustainable Development (SSD) approach to integrate Vision 2050´s
goals into their plans and operations?
With the following supporting secondary research questions:
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1. What does the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD) reveal about Vision 2050´s approach in
moving towards sustainability?
2. What are the barriers and enablers multinational for-profit
companies face in executing Vision 2050 when moving towards
sustainability?
3. How can a Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) approach
be used to develop an implementation guide to complement
Vision 2050?
Methods
Joseph Maxwell‘s Interactive Model for Qualitative Research served as the
template for defining the research components and how they interact, while
still maintaining a flexible platform which allows constantly questioning
and revising the process.
The research design was composed of five phases; Phase I of our research
comprised of an analysis of the Vision 2050 report, using the FSSD as an
analysis tool. This analysis provided the answers to the first secondary
question. Phase II consisted of surveys and interviews to provide the
answers to the second and third secondary questions - the barriers and
enablers companies are faced with when implementing full sustainability
and what makes an implementation guide successful, which brought us into
Phase III. The third phase focused on creating a prototype of the
implementation guide based on previous knowledge, the results from the
second phase, existing models and personal deduction. Our fourth phase
centred on validating the prototype through feedback from participants of
the second phase. The final phase consisted of the revision of the prototype
based on the feedback from Phase IV.
Results
Phase I which was completed by asking a set of questions for each level of
the Framework revealed the strengths and weaknesses of the Vision 2050
report. Through this analysis we found gaps to varying degrees at each of
the Framework‘s five levels, and focused the research around adding to
both the success and the strategic level. As a visioning document the report
lacks strategic guidance for companies hoping to attain the vision
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prescribed in the report, for example a prioritization process that allows
them to choose which actions are most suitable for the company to take
both from a company ‗fit‘ standpoint. The lack of a definition of
sustainability adds to this. Without a definition of sustainability a company
cannot be sure if the actions they take will lead society towards
sustainability.
Phase II revealed that the biggest barriers companies face in executing
Vision 2050 are: Mindset, which are challenges that are rooted in
assumptions and perceived barriers which prevent action from being taken
and Uncertainty, challenges which stem from the unknown aspects of
sustainability. The greatest enablers are: Innovation, in both planning and
thinking, Collaboration through the formation of complex coalitions and
collaborative innovation, Change of Mindset by creating new definitions
and measures of success as well as true valuation of costs and Guidance
towards setting goals and milestones.
This phase also revealed that successful implementation guides must
contain both ‗soft and hard wiring‘: intangibles and tangibles most notably
Vision, Holistic Engagement, Human Capital, Tools, Structure and
Controls.
Phase III resulted in the creation of an implementation guide.
The guide was informed by our personal knowledge of and experience with
the FSSD as well as the results we gathered through our interviews and
surveys.
Phase IV produced feedback which was used to improve and revise the
implementation guide. The main comments received ware that the guide
was hard to follow
due to its many different elements, and not
comprehensive enough due to the fact that the connection to the Vision
2050 report was not stressed enough.
Phase V resulted in a finalized Implementation Guide which consists of six
steps. A copy of the guide is presented in Appendix E.
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Discussion
The discussion portion of this report allowed us to explore the story which
emerged from the research results. Here we provide our interpretations,
acknowledge the strengths and limitation of the research as well as that of the
final version of the Implementation Guide.
The FSSD analysis of the Vision 2050 report identified where our research
could have an impact – by providing a definition for sustainability and
integrating that within strategic guidelines to be given to companies.
It was fortuitous then that the results of our surveys and interviews produced
the same findings – companies and external experts were calling for details, for
guidelines to strengthen Vision 2050.
Based on our own experience with the FSSD and with our basic knowledge of
existing models we created an Implementation Guide whose components were
validated through the analyzed data.

We benefited from having access to 13 of 29 companies who participated in
creating Vision 2050 and having that inform our work. However when
looking at it from a global scale we spoke to just a handful of companies
and more specifically to their sustainability representatives.
As a result we created an Implementation Guide that provides an
overarching view of what a company should do when answering the
question ―How do we start down this road?‖ broken down into six practical
steps to follow..
Conclusion
We became familiar with the Vision 2050 report over the five months we
spend with it and it has made its mark on us. It is a positive, forwardlooking, opportunities oriented piece of work that has inspired our work
and the final Implementation Guide.
Too often sustainability is seen as a cost and a barrier; reports like Vision
2050 are helping to change that. Sustainability is a strategic necessity and
now is the best time to take advantage of it.
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We cannot deny that the road to sustainability will be a challenging one.
Our research has shown that mindset is the greatest barrier we face, but it is
also the strongest agent of transformational change.
Vision 2050 has shown us that by tackling the sustainability challenges,
opportunities await in the form of improving social and ecological health as
well as economic.
We hope that having tried to provide a practical guide for companies that
they will feel empowered by the message Vision 2050's promotes and pick
up our guide. We hope our guide gives companies the information they
need in order to recognize the opportunities sustainability brings with it and
the value that long-term and systems thinking have to offer. If we can do
that, help ensure that the report does not become just another theory on the
shelf, then we have done our job.
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Glossary
Backcasting: Method in which future desired conditions are envisioned and
steps are defined to attain those conditions, based on the current reality.
Biosphere: Envelope of the earth's air, water, and land encompassing the
heights and depths at which living things exist. The biosphere is a closed
and self-regulating system (apart from solar and cosmic radiation),
sustained by grand-scale cycles of energy and materials—in particular,
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, certain minerals, and water.
Complex system: a system that is constituted of a relatively large number of parts
that interact in complex ways to produce behaviour that is sometimes
counterintuitive and unpredictable

Economic System: The structure of production, allocation of economic
inputs, distribution of economic outputs, and consumption of goods and
services in an economy. It is a set of institutions and their social relations.
Feedback loops: Trends which impact the changes which occur in a
system. Positive feedback loops amplify a change and take the system away
from equilibrium, whereas negative feedback loops tend to buffer changes
and bring the system back to equilibrium.
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): A planning
model for solving complicated problems in complex systems with
sustainability as the desired outcome.
Greenhouse effect: A process in which radiated heat from the sun which is
absorbed by the Earth's crust is radiated back to earth by the atmosphere
and the clouds.
Green House Gas (GHG): Gas that absorbs and emits radiation within
the thermal infrared range. This process is the fundamental cause of
the enhanced greenhouse effect. The primary greenhouse gases in
the Earth's atmosphere are water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxide, and ozone.
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Gross Domestic Product (GDP): Measure of economical output (goods
and services) of a given area.
Holistic: Originates in the Greek word 'holism', meaning 'whole', and was
described by Aristotle as follows "The whole is different from the sum of
its parts". It implies that the parts in a system can only be understood once
you understand the system they are in.
Human needs: The nine fundamental human needs as defined by Manfred

Max-Neef are few, finite and classifiable to; subsistence, protection,
affection, understanding, participation, leisure, creation, identity and
freedom. They lack any hierarchy and they are constant through different
times of history and for any human culture.
Lithosphere: Comprises the crust and the portion of the upper mantle on
Earth that behaves elastically on time scales of thousands of years or
greater.
Mindset: The set of ideas, assumptions and beliefs which are held by either
an individual or a group of people, which pre-determined how they
perceive the world and how they tend to act in a certain manner under
certain circumstances.
Net Present Value (NPV): The difference between the present value of
cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows. NPV is used in capital
budgeting to analyze the profitability of an investment or project.
Professional Services Firm: Companies that are contracted to offer
tailored solutions to their clients in different areas and skills, such as law,
accounting and business development.
Satisfiers: Means through which the fundamental human needs are meant
to be fulfilled. Unlike the human needs, satisfiers vary and they differ
through time and human cultures.
Socio-ecological system: The system made up of human society within the
biosphere.
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Stretch goals: Big and ambitious targets, which can be achieved within 2030 years, challenging enough in order to push the company forward, yet
realistic and reachable.
Sustainability Challenge: The growing demand for resources and
ecosystem services, the declining capacity of the earth to provide those
resources and services, stricter governmental laws and consumer pressure,
and the social tensions resulting from abuses of power and inequality and
our ability to respond to these challenges.
Sustainability Principles: Four principles for a sustainable socioecological system. Based on scientific laws and knowledge.
Systemic: System-wide, affecting a group or system such as a body,
economy, market or society as a whole.
Systematically: Deviation from the natural state.
Trade-off: A situation in which one trait might be gained at the expense of
losing another trait. This can happen in nature through adaption, however in
some situations this may require a full comprehensive choice to be made
between various options.
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Introduction

1.1

Society and the sustainability challenge

A major turning point in human civilization was the 18 th century Industrial
Revolution. The new advances which were introduced led to redefining
agriculture, manufacturing and transportation, and eventually lifestyles. Our
socioeconomic system shifted gear into high speed development, and it has
been constantly growing ever since.
Average income began to grow at such an unprecedented rate of 10-fold in
the two centuries following 1800, eliminating malnutrition and hunger from
a large part of the world population, enhancing living conditions and health
care. During this same period, population grew 6-fold (Maddison 2003,
256–62).
Thanks to these improvements, we now have a life expectancy of around 80
years in OECD countries (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development)1 versus 40 years before industrialization (United Nations
2007). We are able to heal and avoid illnesses which before were a
common cause of death. Far beyond meeting basic needs, we can now
enjoy very comfortable lifestyles, benefiting from all the brilliant advances
around us, like for example ―pseudo magic‖ technological solutions.
This high standard of life that our society developed is fed by lots of goods,
and these demand resources, to such an extent that humankind benefits
from a multitude of resources and processes that are supplied by
natural ecosystems; collectively, these benefits are known as ecosystem
services2.

1

OECD: The OECD provides a forum in which governments can work together to share experiences and seek
solutions to common problems in order to understand what drives economic, social and environmental change. Its
mission is to promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-being of people around the world
(OECD 2011a). Nowadays, there are 34 member countries from North and South America, Europe and the Asia Pacific region. These are many of the world‘s most advanced countries but also emerging countries like Mexico,
Chile and Turkey (OECD 2011 b).
2

Ecosystem services: Includes products like clean drinking water and processes such as the decomposition of
wastes. While scientists and environmentalists have discussed ecosystem services for decades, these services
were popularized and their definitions formalized by the United Nations 2004 Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005)

1

The way of living in OECD countries has become absolutely dependant on
a continuous extraction of finite materials from the lithosphere to the
biosphere, such as minerals, metals and fossil fuels. This goes along with a
large output of industrial and household waste and emissions.
Another aspect of our relationship with nature is the massive exploitation of
ecosystems by fishing, agriculture and forestry. Nowadays, modern society
consumes ~50 % of the total net primary production of land, decreasing
over time the fraction left to other species. 15 of the 24 ecosystems services
evaluated by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 3 have been degraded
over the past half century (WBCSD 2010, 2-3).
These processes happen to such extent and speed that exceeds the capacity
of natural cycles, i.e. decay processes carried out by fungi and carbon
capture of plants, to reconstruct and maintain the ecosystem´s equilibrium,
and ultimately in the overall system, the planet (Wackernagel et al. 1997,
13).
If society continues with the current trend, the relationship with nature can
only deteriorate assuming that global population is estimated to reach more
than 9 billion people by 2050, (current global population is 6.9 billion) and
98% of this growth will take place in the developing and emerging world
(United Nations 2007). The population increase is expected to be shaped by
the doubling urban population, the ageing population in the developed
world, and most of the economic growth will occur in developing and
emerging economies. Essentially, improved life standards of increasing
population will result in rising resource consumption per capita (WBCSD
2010, 2-3).
―The story now is one of growth in populations and consumption (in most
parts of the world) compounded by inertia stemming from inadequate
governance and policy responses. The result is degradation of the
environment and society‖ (WBCSD 2010, 2-3).
Society therefore will experience a need to further increase the
consumption of natural resources which, as we have mentioned above, has
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Millennium Ecosystems Assessment: International synthesis by over 1000 of the world's leading biological
scientists that analyses the state of the Earth‘s ecosystems and provides summaries and guidelines for decisionmakers. The report refers to natural systems as humanity's "life-support system", providing essential "ecosystem
services" (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005, 6).
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a dramatic effect on key ecosystems services, diminishing supplies of food,
fresh water, wood fibre and fish (WBCSD 2010, 2-3).
All this could lead to a situation in which by 2050 we would need 2.3
planets to maintain our current standard of living (WBCSD 2010, Executive
Summary).
Since the industrial revolution human civilization has been undermining the
conditions on which it depends on to survive. As a consequence of this
behaviour society is now faced with a serious situation, known as the
sustainability challenge.

1.2

The Funnel Metaphor

Our socio-ecological system is a complex one, made up of many parts
which interact with one another in different ways. Everything humans do
has an effect on the system. These effects can interact in numerous complex
ways that are hard to predict, leading to multiple consequences which may
be unnoticeable for a long time before they suddenly hit and become
uncontrollable. This in many cases results in the weakening of the very
things we depend upon to survive. As an example humans are overexploiting forests, wetlands, and other natural habitats at an alarming rate.
The sustainability challenge originates from the flaws in our societal
design. This reality is compounded by the fact that society continues to act
in a way that keeps adding to these effects further weakening the socioecological system at a systematic rate. The consequences of which could be
dramatic, including extinction (Robert 2000, 244).
This situation can be illustrated by the Funnel Paradigm (Figure 1.1). The
walls of the funnel represent both how the social system systematically
depends and demands more and more natural resources on the one hand,
while at the same time the resources available are diminishing and the
environment is systematically being degraded (Robert 2000, 245).
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Figure 1.1. The funnel paradigm (Natural Step 2011)
Because society depends on the biosphere for vital services such as climate,
water and food, the degradation of this system directly constrains people´s
ability to live on the Earth.
The closing walls symbolize how the capacity of the socio-ecological
system to support human civilization is declining. The very conditions for
societal welfare are being undermined in a systematic way. As society
moves further down the unsustainable path, the funnel walls narrow in,
leaving less space to manoeuvre. Consequently the options available for
solving the challenge become limited.

1.3 Strategic

Sustainable
Sustainability

Development

towards

Based on the funnel metaphor, society needs to move in a new direction in
order to avoid hitting the funnel walls, which means reaching a point where
the ecological damage is almost or completely irreversible. Development
needs to happen in a sustainable manner. This new way for society to move
forward has to encompass a strategic sustainable development (SSD)
approach, which enables development that "meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs." This definition was coined at the Brundtland Commission (World
Commission on Environment and Development 1987, 24).
Given that both society and the environment are complex systems, it can
become unclear and difficult to understand what sustainability means and
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how to approach it. This section is aimed at providing the reader with a
foundational base on how to face obstacles when using an SSD approach.
First we will introduce the reader to the Sustainability Principles as a
comprehensive definition of sustainability. We will then explain the idea of
Backcasting, a planning method necessary to understand the next concept
of a Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD). The FSSD
is introduced as a planning model which aids planning endeavours whose
desired outcome is to reach sustainability.
1.3.1 Sustainability Principles
In addition to the Bruntdland Commission‘s definition, when the word
'sustainability' is used in this paper, it is a more precise definition formed by
four basic principles.
The four sustainability principles (4SPs) were reached through scientific
consensus, an effort led by Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt and Dr. John Holmberg
in the early 1990‘s, and were developed in an effort to establish a shared
understanding of what the system conditions for a sustainable society are,
based on the laws of nature (Robert et al. 1997, 88). The three first
principles are based on the three mechanisms that degrade our ecosystems
and offer a frame for ecological sustainability. The fourth principle is
included as it is societal use that influences the first three principles
(Broman et al. 2000, 17).
The characteristics of the sustainability principles make them helpful and
reliable for companies seeking to move towards sustainability. They are:
a)…based on a scientific agreed upon view of the world;
b)…necessary to achieve sustainability;
c)…sufficient to achieve sustainability;
d)…general enough to structure all of society´s activities that are relevant
to sustainability;
e)…concrete enough to guide action and serve as directional aids in
problem analysis and solutions, and
f)…non-overlapping, or mutually exclusive, in
comprehension and structured analysis of the issues.
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order

to

enable

The four sustainability principles are:
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing
Concentrations of substances extracted from the earth‘s crust
Concentrations of substances produced by society
Degradation by physical means
And in that society
People are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine
their capacity to meet their own needs (Missimer et al 2010, 1109).
1.3.2 Backcasting
Backcasting is a planning method in which future desired conditions are
envisioned and steps are defined to attain those conditions. This method is
helpful when used to solve complex problems that require major change.
(Ny et al. 2006, 63)
As the sustainability challenge is a complex one which requires major
change, we will be backcasting from the envisioned future of a society on
track towards sustainability as defined by the sustainability principles.
1.3.3

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development

The 4SPs and backcasting are the cornerstones for the Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD), which informs the strategic
approach of this research. The FSSD is a 5 Level model aimed at help
planning for solving complicated problems in complex systems (see Figure
1.2), such is planning and decision making towards a sustainable society.
The FSSD could help guide sustainability efforts bringing in a holistic
approach. Though this framework can be used by anyone, it is useful for
companies seeking to plan for sustainability, a challenge that requires major
change. (Robert et al. 2002, 197)
Systems

Success

Strategic

Actions

Tools

Figure 1.2: Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
The Systems level allows an organization to take a bird‘s eye view of itself
within the system in which it operates in order to analyze and understand
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the various parts that make up this system and the relationships between
them. This is to look at the company within society in the biosphere; how
each of the parts work, the rules by which they are governed; and how they
interact with one another. It is with this understanding that we can define
success.
The Success level defines the goal, the compliance with the systems
conditions for socio-ecological sustainability, according to the
sustainability principles (introduced in 1.2.1). It is by using these principles
as guidelines to plan for sustainability that an organization can achieve
success, as they provide a whole systems view of global sustainability.
Organizations should use these principles as the framework for creating a
vision, defining success and articulating specific goals. The aim should be
to eliminate the contribution to violations of the SP‘s from their activities.
The Strategic level provides guidelines on selecting and prioritizing the
most suitable actions which will strategically move an organization towards
becoming a more sustainable one. The essence of this level is to backcast
from the organization´s definition of success within the constraints of the 4
SPs.
Basic guidelines for strategic prioritization of actions used in backcasting
will include: (1) bringing society closer to sustainability, (2) avoiding blind
alleys and (3) generating sufficient resources (e.g. economic,
social/political, and ecological) for the continuation of the process. In
addition to these, the company may have some other prioritization criteria
to apply.
The Actions level includes all activities that have been prioritized during the
strategic level that will help in moving the organization towards success,
which includes global sustainability. Actions can be of many types, from
energy efficiency programmes to community building activities within the
organization.
The Tools level describes the various approaches which support the
implementation of the prioritized actions, as well as confirm that in fact
these actions are moving the organization towards success. This can be
done in many ways, for example monitoring progress by using different
indicators for success (Robert et al. 2002, 198-205).
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1.4

The Economic System as a large contributor to the
sustainability challenge

"There is no business on a dead planet", David Brower, conservationist.
The economic system resides in the broader systems of society and nature.
Therefore every action taken here will inevitably have a direct or indirect
impact on the systems it belongs to.
While industrial development has allowed society to progress providing
great improvements that make our lives longer and more comfortable, this
development has not always been carried out with the necessary, respect
and understanding and planning to ensure responsible and sustainable
development. As a consequence, this behaviour eventually led to the abuse
of natural and social capital4 for the benefit of financial capital, damaging
cultural as well as biological diversity (Senge et al. 2001, 24).
After the Industrial Revolution, between 1820–1998, the world economy
grew 50-fold, (i.e., 9-fold per person), as did income and life standard.
Many theorists have noted that this increase in global Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) coincides with the emergence of the modern world capitalist
system. This increase reflects a market that coordinates itself; resource
production, price, and allocation of resources are mainly controlled by
supply, demand and competition (DeLong 1998 and Lucas 2008).
Proponents of the current system state that increasing GDP (per capita) is
shown to bring about improved standards of living, such as better
availability of food. Based on this notion growth can be seen as the driver
of progress in almost every aspect, leading to a global economic system in
which progress is coupled with constant growth (Nardinelli 2008).
Despite its advantages this system is not without its flaws: missing is a
robust legal framework to prevent irresponsible and unethical behaviour.
This high level of freedom and competition without the necessary
regulations may lead to some undesirable situations, causing this system to

4

Social Capital: Trust, norms and networks which improve societal efficiency through enhancement of
coordinated operations (Putman 1993)
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fail in some aspects that we are now forced to deal with e.g. poverty and
degradation of nature (North 1990), as we describe below.
As discussed in section 1.1, as the economy grows, so does the demand for
resources. A major environmental challenge is created here due to the
scientific evidence of the finite amount of resources and the fragility of the
ecosystem that we depend on for survival. Evidence of this, is that
approximately 60 % of the world´s ecosystems have already been degraded
(Jackson 2009, Foreword).
Aside from environmental issues there is also the matter of social
unsustainability which manifests itself as poverty and unequal distribution
of wealth and development in the world. While in the emerging countries
there is an urgent need for development and improvement of quality of life
with two billion people living on less than two dollars per day;
consumerism is rising and threatening the status of people´s well being in
rich countries. As well, inequality in the OECD nations is higher now than
20 years ago (Jackson 2009, Foreword).
Another consequence of the need of financial growth is transnational
agribusiness and banks causing inflation of food prices; fortunes are earned
while more than one billion people are starving (Ecoportal 2011). Inflation
together with low incomes means that in the emerging countries 60%-80%
of income is spent in food, while when compared to the developed
countries this amounts to only 10% - 20%.
The modern era5 is also the era of Globalization. Regional economies,
societies, and cultures have become integrated into a global network
through communication, transportation, and trade. This enables foreign
investments, capital flows and the spread of technology and knowledge
(Bhagwati 2004). Globalization allows that buy-and-sell decisions can be
executed by agents foreign over the people and ecosystems whose futures
they are trading with. They exploit resources where it is cheap to buy and
produce, stopping people from benefiting from their local wealth in order to
maximize sales on the other side of the world at a low price; a price which
competes in the demanding market (Senge 2001, 25).

5

Modern Era: Historical period of time after the close of the Middle Ages. The beginning of the Modern Era
started approximately in the 16 th century (Dunan 1964).
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All the above are signs and evidence that this growth-based economical
system has not been able to secure people´s stability, or to respect
environmental preservation. Both are required to ensure living conditions
on the planet and human dignity.
Though GDP is the indicator of our progress and success, it is merely the
symptom. Where does our strive for economic progress stem from? Mainly
our wish to improve our standard of living, prosperity is what we want.
Yes, prosperity encompasses wealth, but it goes beyond that. It includes
others factors which are independent of wealth to varying degrees, such
as happiness and health. These mainly come from the quality of our
relationships, trust and participation in our communities, satisfaction at
work and at pride of our values and purposes (Jackson 2009, Foreword).
Then, why is GDP used as a tool to measure progress when it does not
include factors described above and in fact goes counter to them? For
example, longer hours of work might result in an increase in certain
measures of economic prosperity, but at the expense of driving people away
from other preferences such as shorter work hours (Cowling 2006, 372).
Data from social surveys show that an increase in income does not result in
a lasting increase in happiness (Easterlin 2003, 11180).
―Prosperity consists in our ability to flourish as human beings- within the
ecological limits of a finite planet. The challenge for our society is to create
the conditions under which this is possible. It is the most urgent task of our
times‖ (Jackson 2009, foreword).
We are now in an unbalanced and dangerous situation which calls for a
redesign of our values and priorities, measure systems of success..
Prosperity which is based on exploitation of ecosystems and constant social
injustice, cannot lead to a stable and functioning civilized society. We need
to shift to a new shared concept of prosperity; a concept based on fairness
and happiness within the limits of a finite world. There is a need to
substitute the short, individualistic and fragmented thinking for a long term
systems thinking one, which is able to ensure lasting prosperity (Jackson
2009, foreword).
With the information above, we can realize how businesses have a major
role in today's society and in facing the sustainability challenge (WBCSD
2010, 2-3). With no global governing body making decisions to move
society towards sustainability, actual organizations need to move society in
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the sustainable direction; such are businesses (Robert Horn 2010).
Businesses have already realized the importance of the sustainability
challenge and the role they have to play in moving society towards a more
sustainable world. This can be seen as in the last 10 years, climate change,
fuel security, preservation of biodiversity and global equality have become
the Monday morning of the international policy makers agenda (Jackson
2009, 6).

1.4

The World Business Council
Development and Vision 2050

for

Sustainable

―Our mission is to provide business leadership as a catalyst for change
toward sustainable development, and to support the business license to
operate, innovate and grow in a world increasingly shaped by sustainable
development issues‖ (WBCSD 2011).
As a response to business´ belief that business as usual is no longer an
option and that they needed to develop ‗a business view of the role
businesses in making the world sustainable‘, Vision 2050: The new agenda
for business (Vision 2050) was developed and released by the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) at the World
CEO Forum in February 2010.
1.4.1

The World Business Council for Sustainable Development

The WBCSD is a CEO-led (Chief Executive Officer), global association
which provides a platform for companies to explore sustainable
development, share knowledge, experience and best practices, and to
advocate business positions on these issues in a variety of forums, working
with governments, non-governmental and intergovernmental organizations‖
(WBCSD 2011b).
Back in 1990, the Swiss industrialist, Stephan Schmidheiny realized the
world was in need of a major change. He believed that ‗business could act
as a catalyst for change toward the achievement of sustainable
development‘. The opportunity for Mr.Schmidheiny to find the actors to
bring his vision about came when he was invited to coordinate the business
participation and voice at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit and so the WBCSD
was founded. The Council merged in 1995 with the World Industry Council
on the Environment and opened its secretariat in Geneva (Switzerland).
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Bjorn Stigson has presided over the organization since 1995, which now
counts a staff of about 50 professionals. WBCSD membership is acquired
by invitation of the Executive Committee to companies which are
committed to sustainable development. Members support the council by
sharing their knowledge and experience, as well as human resources
(WBCSD 2011b).
The council boasts 200 members from over 25 countries and 20 major
industrial sector as well as over 55 national and regional partner
organizations sectors. It is fulfilling its mission as its members engage in
sustainable development practices, such as the integration of corporate
social responsibility and reporting standards like the Global Reporting
Initiative6 (WBCSD 2011b).
Along with holding a space where business can come to explore sustainable
development and share best practices it is also a place where tools are
developed to offer support for its members in the implementation of
sustainable development into business strategy and operations. For example
their Corporate Ecosystem Services Review 7 which helps companies to
address a connection they often fail to make – the one between the health of
ecosystems and the business bottom line (WBCSD 2011c).
1.4.2 Vision 2050
All WBCSD members were invited to participate in the creation of a
project with the intention of addressing the question ―what will the world
look like in 2050?”, and 29 CEOs of member companies answered the call
(WBCSD 2011a).
These 29 author members represent multinational companies representing
14 countries and 14 industries including the mining, energy, chemical,
consumer goods, agriculture and automotive industry to name a few. With
the help of representatives from business and civil society along with
regional partners and experts, they wrote the Vision 2050 report which is a

6

Global Reporting Initiative: Sustainability reporting framework used by global business, civil society, labour,
academic and professional institutions (GRI 2007).
7

Corporate Ecosystem Services Review: This tool helps managers proactively develop strategies to manage
business risks and opportunities arising from their company‘s dependence and impact on ecosystems (WBCSD
2011c).
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call for business to align their strategies, operations and goals towards the
Vision: ―9 billion people living well, within the resource limits of the planet
by 2050‖ (WBCSD 2010, About Vision 2050).
The Vision 2050 report is set in a futuristic tone, describing what a
sustainable world could look like. It lays down a pathway divided into two
timeframes: the Turbulent Teens, from 2010 to 2020, and Transformation
Time, from 2020 to 2050. The Turbulent Teens represent the ‗formative
decade‘ that will bring people and ideas together. The Transformation Time
will build upon the knowledge, behaviour change and innovative solutions
that were arrived to during the Turbulent Teens and is expected to be a time
of growing the consensus around sustainable development issues i.e.
fundamental change in markets (WBCSD 2010, 10).
The pathway is grouped into 9 elements: Values, Human Development,
Economy, Agriculture, Forests, Energy and Power, Buildings, Mobility and
Materials. Each element includes key deliverables that must be achieved by
2020 i.e. commitment to true value pricing and close looped design, as well
as measures of success for 2050 i.e. Cost of carbon, water and other
ecosystem services internalized.
1.4.3

Implementing Vision 2050

Despite the clear signals in the pathways, Vision 2050´s authors caution
that it is not a blueprint, but a platform for dialogue. As the report states the
biggest question that business and other organizations such as governments
or civil institutions are facing is ―How do we get there?‖.

1.5

Research

In our research we set to integrate a SSD approach into the WBCSD's
Vision 2050 report. While the report provides a vivid description of "what"
the world should and could look like by the year 2050, we wanted to
contribute to "how" we can get to such desired future according to SSD. To
do so we used the FSSD as a tool.
1.5.1

Conceptual Framework

The Vision 2050 report‘s main target audience is business but it
acknowledges that the way for it to be accomplished depends on the
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interconnectivity between all different parts of society i.e government.
Considering the wide scope that Vision 2050 addresses, it is a complex
system.
The FSSD is a tool designed for planning towards full sustainability in
complex systems within the constraints of the four sustainability principles.
For this reason the FSSD is used in as the conceptual framework to both
structure our approach and inform the answer to this research.
Using the FSSD as a guiding line throughout the research allowed us not
only to understand and evaluate the Vision 2050 report in a thorough and
structured way, but also to design a strategic way to execute it.
The five phases of the research co-relate to the five levels of the FSSD, in
the following way:
System level – Phase I. Getting familiarize with the system boundaries as
defined by the Vision 2050 report, and how is it placed within society and
within the biosphere.
Success level – Phases I and II. Defining success according to Vision 2050
and the four Sustainability Principles (4 SPs).
Strategic level – Phase III. Planning the strategy to backcast from success.
Actions
level – Phase III and IV. Identifying strategic actions.
Tools level – Phases III, IV and V. Developing and refining an
implementation plan for Vision 2050.
1.5.2

Research Purpose

Our research aims to analyze how companies can use an SSD approach
when moving toward the achievement of Vision 2050 goals.
Our research focuses on business as they are our most competent force to
foster a sustainable society. As mentioned before, there is no other group of
with a better position, freedom and power to influence as business are.
The outcome of this research analysis is to develop an implementation
guide, informed by the FSSD and our research results, in an effort to help
companies move Vision 2050 forward in a strategic manner with the
ultimate goal of creating a sustainable society. The implementation guide is
a practical step by step guide for business executives to integrate an SSD
approach to Vision 2050 within their organization. The driver behind this
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guide is that plans which are structured and simplified are more likely to get
done and implemented, as our preliminary research revealed. Therefore the
intent behind the guide us to make Vision 2050 a more applicable resource.
Vision 2050 was chosen because of its potential as a vehicle for achieving
sustainability. Created by 29 multinational leader companies, it already
demonstrates the need for sustainable development. A more impactful
result can be achieved by working with those that are already aware and
eager to face the sustainability challenge than with others. In addition, we
assume that due to the magnitude and reputation of the companies behind
Vision 2050 report i.e. authors include Fortune 500 8 and Dow Jones
Sustainability Index9 companies; it is one that other companies would be
more willing to trust and learn about.
1.5.3

Scope and Limitations

Our work will focus on helping to build the foundation of the report. In
addition, we have chosen to focus on companies who participated in the
creation of Vision 2050, or other WBCSD member companies which are
familiar with the report all multinational leading business from different
industry sectors. To ensure a holistic approach and for validation, our
research was also informed by sustainability experts, external to business,
to gain further understanding of the possibilities that lie ahead in
implementing Vision 2050 towards the goal of sustainable society.
1.6

Research Questions

Main question
How can multinational for-profit companies implement a Strategic
Sustainable Development (SSD) approach to integrate Vision 2050´s goals
into their strategic plans and operations?

8

Fortune 500 is a list compiled annually by the Fortune magazine which ranks according public corporations in
the Unites States according to their gross revenue (USPAGES 2011).
9

Dow Jones sustainability indexes are global tracking indicators that provide benchmarking information which
are used by asset managers to create sustainability portfolios of leading sustainability driven companies. It is
created through collaboration with SAM, an investment group which focuses exclusively on sustainability
investing (DJSI 2011).
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Secondary questions
1.

2.

3.

What does the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
(FSSD) reveal about Vision 2050´s approach in moving towards
sustainability?
What are the barriers and enablers multinational for-profit companies
face in executing Vision 2050 when moving towards
sustainability?
How can a Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) approach be used
to develop an implementation guide to complement vision 2050?
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2 Methods
In this section we lay out the overarching design of the research, its
difference phases and the methods. This includes lists and descriptions of
the research participants and the process of collecting and analyzing the
data which was gathered through these interactions.

2.1

Research Design

The Interactive Model for qualitative research design which was developed
by Joseph Maxwell was the overarching approach for constructing the
research plan. Maxwell's interactive model served as the template for
defining the research components and how they integrate, while still
maintaining a flexible platform which allows constantly questioning and
revising the process (Figure 2.1). When following a linear research plan one
must initially design the research, then proceed step-by-step, with very
limited options to adapt if necessary. However, the interactive model
enables flexibility and supports continuous reflection between the different
phases of a research, meaning there is a reciprocal impact of the phases on
one another throughout the process (Maxwell 2005).

Figure 2.1. The interactive model for qualitative research
(Maxwell 2005, 5)
The trans-disciplinary nature of this research required a wide range of
methods for data collection and from a variety of resources, as described in
section 2.2. By allowing data to flow in and be reassessed the interactive
model leaves room for questioning the process and modify if necessary.
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2.2

Research Methods

In our research we set to explore the WBCSD's Vision 2050 report, the
pathway it describes and the platform it creates for initiating a dialogue
around the role business have in moving society towards a sustainable
world. For this purpose a five-phase research plan was created (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Research plan: Phases and Methods.
2.2.1

Phase I: FSSD analysis

The main goal of the first phase was to answer our first secondary research
question: What does the FSSD reveal about Vision 2050´s approach in moving
towards sustainability? To explore this, the concept of triangulation was applied
by integrating data collected through several approaches.

Document content analysis. The main document of our research focus, the
Vision 2050 report, was evaluated to cultivate a greater understanding of its
definitions for concepts such as sustainability and success. The FSSD was
the main tool for the content analysis of the report, to evaluate the report's
correlation to the five different levels and to explore if and how they are
reflected in its different parts.
A specific set of questions was used to provide a general guide the FSSD
analysis by creating a common understanding and language around the
main topics, these are presented in Appendix A. This allowed to analyze
the independently by each of the three researchers, following the guiding
questions, and was then integrated to one document.
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Further documents were analyzed mostly documents written by the
WBCSD or its member companies about Vision 2050 and its
implementation. Through this analysis key players and potential contacts
were identified.
Documents were collected from several websites, among them the WBCSD
website and related companies. The focus was on the companies'
Sustainability section including; sustainability reports and articles,
Corporate Responsibility Reports, on-line publications and business
articles. Further data was found through the search engine Google, by using
the search-words 'Vision 2050 WBCSD'. This analysis was guided by data
from the report; however the researchers' own knowledge and intuition
played an essential part in sorting out the data which was found.
Exploratory interviews. Interviews were carried out with experts from
different backgrounds (table 2.1.), who are familiar to some degree with
Vision 2050, the FSSD or both; however, they did not participate in
creating the report. The interviews focused on the challenges we might
encounter when approaching for-profit companies and what role can the
report play in the engagement of companies.
Three of these individuals continued to later phases of the research and
comprise our FSSD panel. All these individuals are familiar with the FSSD,
and have used it in the past in the context of working with multinational
companies. Their perspective helped to ensure that an SSD approach will
be properly included in the Implementation Guide.
Table 2.1. Exploratory interviews.
Experts

Position / Title

Simon Goldsmith

MSLS alumni, director at Principled Sustainability

Göran Carstedt

Chairman of TNS International

Karl-Henrik Robèrt

Founder of the TNS

FSSD panel
Bob Willard

Speaker and author of resources for sustainability champions

Sarah Brooks

MSLS alumni, Principal Advisor & Senior Manager, Sustainable
Business. The Natural Step Canada
MSLS alumni, Manager, Enterprise Risk Services. Deloitte
Canada

Geneva Claesson
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2.2.2

Phase II: Surveys and interviews

To answer the second secondary research question: What are the barriers
and enablers multinational for-profit companies face in executing Vision
2050 when moving towards sustainability? The target audiences for the
data collection varied and included among others; the twenty-nine
companies which co-created the report and members of the project's core
team, WBCSD staff, WBCSD Future Leaders Team10 participants, nonprofit sectors and academia. In total around seventy introductory emails
were sent to potential participants, describing the research and the level of
commitment which is expected; thirty replied back and twenty-five
confirmed participation in the research.
Introductory calls were conducted with those who expressed interest to
participate, all were recorded and transcribed. The data harvesting from the
calls focused on the background of the Vision 2050 project, its current state
and identifying preliminary answers for the survey's questions.
Pilot surveys. Pilot surveys were sent out a week before the launching date.
The test respondents were our primary and secondary advisors, our
classmates and the FSSD panel members.
Given the variation in the participants, surveys were tailored to allow
different data to be collected. Participants were familiar with either the
FSSD and Vision 2050 or both; created or are using the Vision 2050 report;
and experienced in working with implementation guides, including
individuals from Professional Services Firms.
Surveys were distributed through email and participants were allowed up to
two weeks to respond. In total 21 surveys were sent out, 13 replies were
collected via email, and 8 in semi-structured interviews by phone. Four
participants did not answer a survey; rather answers were pulled from their
introductory calls. A complete list of all participants, including their
positions and countries can be found in Appendix B.

10

The Future Leaders Team is a WBCSD program that provides twenty young high potential employees from
within WBCSD‘s membership with the opportunity to gain knowledge about sustainable development and
network with others. The team runs for up to one year and every year the team has a different focus. In 2010 the
focus was the Vision 2050 report (WBCSD 2011e).
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Surveys varied in content and number of questions, with the range of six to
ten questions per participant. A general description of the survey questions
is provided below, and a distribution of the questions is presented in
Appendix C.
For the purpose of this research Barrier was defined as anything which can
hinder a company from moving towards sustainability, and Enabler was
defined as anything which might help a company, dependently or
independently of the Vision 2050 report.
Vision 2050 questions. These questions revolved around the report, in
particular its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats companies
may encounter when attempting to implement the report.
SSD and Implementation guide questions. These questions focused on
integrating SSD approach into the operations and services of companies
and on the essential components of implementation guides. These questions
were orientated mainly towards Professional Service Firms (PSFs), given
the breadth of experience they have in creating models for companies.
Other than the two PSFs which participated in the creation of the report, a
third PSF was surveyed in order to gather unbiased.
Core-team questions. These questions were directed specifically to the
managers of the Vision 2050 project and were mainly used to deepen the
understanding of the report, the challenges around it and its limitations.
Surveys and interviews analysis. Data analysis was compiled of three steps.
First, all surveys and transcripts were each reviewed by two researchers, to
identify inductive codes in the raw data, statements which were made in the
surveys or during interviews and could be clustered under common themes.
The inductive codes were then compared by all three researchers and a
master code list was created. Finally, the surveys and transcripts were
coded by two researchers according to the code master-list.
2.2.3

Phase III: 'Vision 2050 Implementation Guide' Prototype

In this phase, all the collected data was integrated in an attempt to address
the third secondary research question: Based on the findings from phases I
and II, How can a Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) approach be
used to develop an implementation guide to complement vision 2050?
Here, we aimed to develop a guide which incorporates a SSD approach to
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implement Vision 2050's pathways and which is also informed by the
FSSD analysis and the responses of the participants.
Deduction and personal experience. Previous knowledge and all the
collected from previous phases were used by the thesis team to generate
ideas for the Implementation Guide. Further analysis was done on a few
models currently in use, among them; SSD, United Nation‘s Global
Compact Management Model11, McKinsey‘s 7Ss12 and the SCRE tool13.
Survey and Interview Responses. Components that appeared across the
models and that were repeatedly highlighted in surveys and interviews were
included in the prototype. The analyzed data was then reviewed to identify
gaps the prototype, to ensure consistency between the two.
2.2.4

Phase IV: Feedback

The purpose of this phase was to assess the prototype of the 'Vision 2050
Implementation Guide'; ensure that the guide attained its original purpose,
and to identify possible misconceptions and flaws the guide might present.
The prototype was sent to all research participants, along with a set of
questions regarding its features, purpose and applicability.
Participants were given one week to reply regarding the 'Vision 2050
Implementation Guide' as a model to be used by companies in order to
move forward with Vision 2050 in their company. Out of the twenty-five
research participants eleven replied, they are indicated in appendix B.
2.2.5

Phase V: Revising 'Vision 2050 Implementation guide' and
final recommendations

Based on the data received from the feedback, the prototype version was
revised to provide a more solidified answer to the main research question:

11

The United Nations Global Compact Management Model is an open source tool, developed by Deloitte, which
provides guidance for companies of all sizes that wish to integrate the principles and spirit of the UN Global
Compact into their organization's operations and organizational culture (UN Global Compact 2010).
12
The McKinsey 7s Framework is a management model used mostly to assess the internal state of an
organization based on the theory that in order for a business to perform well there are 7 elements which need to
be addressed and aligned: structure, strategy, systems, skills, style, staff and shared values (Waterman et al. 1980,
14).
13

The Sustainable Community Renewable Energy tool (SCRE) is a strategic sustainable development approach
for guiding communities through building a CRE project which generates benefits without risking the possibility
of creating negative impact on society (Greenius et al. 2010, 48)
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How can multinational for-profit companies implement a SSD approach to
integrate Vision 2050's goals into their strategic plans and operations?
Further data which was collected but did not inform directly any of the
research questions, was included in the research as other findings, and was
used to establish a set of general recommendations, as support in companies
who try to work towards achieving the report's goal and how can that
momentum be strengthened and broaden.

2.3

Expected Results

Given that by definition the report is a platform for dialogue rather than a
blueprint, we expected the major gaps with the FSSD analysis would be in
the success and strategic levels. We expected the system boundaries to be
wide enough to include all the relevant actors, and that a description of the
sustainability challenge would be included, perhaps not to its full extent.
Though the report has its own definition for success, we expected it will not
entirely align with the 4SPs. We expected that to find a lack of strategic
guidelines and prioritization process for achieving the report's goals.
Though some actions and tools would be mentioned, they would be either
too specific or too general to be implemented by different companies. For
the second part of the research which focused on the companies, we
expected to receive a wide spectrum of answers, as they were asked open
questions. We expected the biggest barriers for integrating sustainability
would be cost, resources and return on investment.
The final product of our research would be a simple implementation guide,
with a few basic steps which would be generic enough to be integrated into
an existing strategic plan by a company from any industry. The model
could be tailored by a company to meet its specific needs and would be
accompanied with a list of recommendations, which would elaborate on the
supporting conditions it requires in order to ensure its success.
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3 Results
In this section we present all of our research findings, which were achieved
through the phases described in Section 2. The chapter is structured
according to the research questions, each sub-section correlates with a
research question which is presented in its beginning, starting with the
secondary research questions and closing with the main question:
Section 3.1: Findings from the FSSD analysis of the Vision 2050
report
Section 3.2: Barriers and enablers multinationals are faced with
when working with the Vision 2050 report in integrating sustainable
development into their operations and services
Section 3.3: Application of an SSD approach for an implementation
guide for Vision 2050
Section 3.4: Other findings
Section 3.5: Finalization and recommendations.

3.1

Vision 2050 FSSD Analysis

The FSSD was used to analyze the report to provide us with a greater
understanding of its goals and definitions and to answer the first secondary
research question:
What does the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD)
reveal about Vision 2050´s approach in moving towards sustainability?
How does the report define sustainability, what are its strengths and
weaknesses in relation to the FSSD and where it could be built upon.
3.1.1

Systems

The report can be used by all companies regardless of their level of
sustainability awareness. It is meant to be used as a guide and inspiration as
well as a starting point - to get the minds of its stakeholders thinking about
the transformational change that must take place and what kinds of
opportunities and risks that could bring to the company. The report can also
be used as a communications tool that business can present and share with
their shareholders and stakeholders.
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The report begins by presenting the reader with a clear picture of the
current state of the socio-economic system – one on a ‗dangerously
unsustainable track‘ and what it would look like if we continue on with
‗business-as-usual‘. (WBCSD 2010, 2-3). In response, the report states a
number of assumptions about the system and its needs. These include but
are not limited to a global price for carbon (WBSCD 2010, 24 & 30) and
closed loop circular systems (WBSCD 2010, 30).
The report identifies a broad system that encompasses the socio-ecosystem
that exists within the earth system. This approach allows the reader to
understand the interdependence of the socio-economic system within the
earth system. It acknowledges that the system we exist in is limited and that
resources are finite (WBSCD 2010, 54). The report‘s ultimate goal speaks
to that limit and how critical it is in relation to the UN assumption of a
global population of 9 billion people by the year 2050 (UNDESA 2007).
Along with the boundary of a broad system the report also present a
timeline boundary – 2050 with interim timelines in between 2010 and 2050.
The report also speaks to a broken socio-economic system stating that
‗business-as-usual cannot get us to sustainability or secure economic and
social prosperity: these can be achieved only through radical change,
starting now.‖ (WBCSD 2010, Message from the co-chairs). The report
states this change can be achieved by putting the world's focus on breaking
the unsustainable model of growth-by-depletion, and replacing it with one
where (WBCSD 2010, 64):


Economic growth has been decoupled from ecosystem destruction
and material consumption ... (WBCSD 2010, 6).



Policies, infrastructure, corporate leadership as well as products and
services make sustainability easier and address the needs of all
segments of society (WBCSD 2010, 14).

The report presents the broad system as 9 elements, which were presented
in section 1.1., but lacks a description of the interdependence that exists
within that system.
The report alludes to our current global system being a non-linear one that
could harbour positive feedback loops but it does not go on to explain the
‗new understanding of how the world works‘ that it calls for (WBCSD
2010, 33). The elements are nine scenarios which cover a broad picture but
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they do not give a company the certainty that they are addressing all the
pieces that will lead them to sustainability.
3.1.2

Success

The stated purpose of the report is to begin the dialogue on the
transformational change needed to reach sustainability by 2050. The report
clearly states: ―The report does not offer a prescriptive plan or blueprint but
provides a platform for dialogue, for asking questions‖ (WBCSD 2010,
About Vision 2050). Equally as clear is the reports goal: ―A planet of
around 9 billion people, all living well - with enough food, clean water,
sanitation, shelter, mobility, education and health to make for wellness –
within the limits of what this small, fragile planet can supply and renew,
every day‖ (WBCSD 2010, 6). The report further elaborates the definition
of the goal by providing a vision for each of the nine elements listed in the
report (WBCSD 2010, 12-13). In addition, each element has what is called
‗Must haves‘ that are to be attained in order to reach the ultimate goal of a
sustainable society by 2050 and measures of success.
The overall goals of the report align with the 4 SPs in the following ways
(WBCSD 2010, 16, 20, 22, 24-28, 30-31):
Sustainability Principle 1: Closed-loop systems and urban mining, address
the systematic extraction of materials from the Earth's crust.
Sustainability Principle 2: Reduction in the usage of fertilizers in
agriculture, addresses the systematic increasing of substances produced by
society.
Sustainability Principle 3: Restoration of lands, recovery and regeneration
of forests, protection of biodiversity and eco-systems. These address the
systematic degradation of the biosphere by physical means.
Sustainability Principle 4: The mentioning of removing regulatory barriers
that may hinder farmers to enter the international trading markets aligns
with not undermining people's capacity to meet their own needs.
While the overall goals of limiting the use of resources to what the earth
can withstand are positive e.g. reducing carbon emissions or reducing the
amount of agriculture land, it is not clearly stated in the report whether this
will be done in a systematic and strategic manner. Without clearly stating
this fact the ultimate goal will not lead to addressing sustainability as
defined by the Sustainability Principles.
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In addition the report provides for and omits actions which might contribute
to the violations of the 4SPs. This affects the report's and eventually
society‘s, ability to reach full sustainability, the actions include:






The focus on reducing the concentrations of CO2 alone, rather than
reducing the usage and dependence on fossil fuels may contribute to the
systematic increase of extracting substances from the Earth's crust.
The estimation of nuclear as a major source for energy, which for itself
has no current closed loop cycle and the omission of the chemical
industry and the usage of toxins in the materials and products we create,
might result in contributing to the violation of SP2 by systematically
increasing the substances made by society.
There is no mention of water bodies or fisheries management, this
might contribute to the violation of SP3 through systematically
increasing the degradation of the biosphere by physical means.
Though many ideas are mentioned as means to provide people's needs,
e.g. education and job creation, there is no differentiation between
helping people meet their needs, and not placing barriers which may
undermine people's capacity to meet their own needs. This might result
in solutions with an effect that contributes to the violation of SP4, such
as creating jobs with long working hours and no medical insurance.

In an attempt to attain the goal of using only one planet, the report uses the
concept of stretch goals – calling for the reduction of certain things like
CO2 emission while calling for the increase of others like agricultural
inputs. This work was done through an assessment with the Global
Footprint Network 14 (GFN). GFN provided a framework for thinking about
resource constraints as well as to quantify whether the proposed pathways
and scenarios are robust enough to achieve a one planet economy by 2050.
The report's authors were uncertain as to how this would be accomplished
but relied on future technology to aid in these reductions and increases.
Since it relies on future technology it is unclear if the process of achieving
these targets may be unsustainable and affect the biosphere in other ways
i.e.: increasing CO2 emission depending on which technology is chosen.
This may affect the total scenario of how many planets are needed.

14

The Global Footprint Network (GFN) is a non-profit research organization, which sets to provide the
measurements of the human impact on the earth, in order to influence decision making in an attempt to arrive to a
world in which all people have the opportunity to live well within the limits of the planet.
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Apart from the physical aspects of a sustainable society the reports aspires
that all humans will meet their needs. The report presents the dimensions
which shape people‘s well being according to the Stiglitz-Sen report
Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress (WBCSD
2010, 15) these dimensions present satisfiers of needs and not a definition
for what those needs are. It has been argued that while ―The benefits of the
report and the value added are manifold‖ … ―the Commission … seems to
ignore many of the available approaches, instruments and ongoing activities
to measure and monitor well-being and the quality of life…‖ (Noll 2011,
114).
The report does not offer a strategic plan, however it does itself use the
method of backcasting from scenarios, and was created by first defining the
desired future of 9 billion people living well by 2050, and then identifying
the changes needed to reach it (WBCSD 2010, 10). However since the
success level does not include a complete definition of sustainability it does
not ensure that success will be reached by using backcasting.
3.1.3

Strategic

The report states its goal is to create a dialogue in an effort to achieve the
vision but does not provide strategic guidelines to the reader on how this
can be done. This includes a lack of a focus on where the opportunities lie
in engaging with government despite repeated mentions of the need for
legislation and regulations throughout the various elements. This is also
true of the financial sector given the repeated calls for true value pricing.
Using backcasting from the report‘s ultimate goal the report presents a
rational for the actions and ‗must haves‘ it has chosen. This is based on a
timeline of what must be achieved in each decade in order to reach the next
decade‘s goals. These were chosen by the report‘s authors as the most
important areas which would produce the greatest impact.
While backcasting methodology was used to create the report, it was
backcasting from scenarios, represented by the nine elements and the
overarching goal of 9 billion people living well within the limits of the
planet. Backcasting from scenarios, as oppose to principles, usually
presents limitations since it constraints the opportunities through which a
challenge can be approached, which especially crucial when referring to a
complex one, such as the sustainability challenge.
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The report also provides a supportive tool, a mural which translates the 9
elements into a user-friendly visual representation which includes actions
for each decade in addition to those which are presented in the report. An
online version of the mural is available at http://www.zoom.it/foTF. With
this, the report provides decision makers with a sense of the urgency and
magnitude of these items however it does not provide companies with a
more detailed prioritization process nor strategic guidance for how to
operate within each decade.
The report does present a list of ‗tough questions and dilemmas‘ that
companies should ask themselves when deciding to move towards
sustainability however it does not tackle the question of trade-offs; How
will companies and society deal with the trade-offs that will present
themselves as they try to achieve success? An example can be to reduce the
consumption of fossil fuels by switching to biofuels, while the land for
these crops might come on the expense of the crops for food.
There is however an overarching piece of strategic advice to readers, which
is to take a holistic approach when making decisions, including:




3.1.4

Long-term (considerations, value creation, investments, thinking
and planning).
Consideration of the elements in an integrated and holistic way
(WBCSD 2010, Executive Summary).
Systemic thinking (WBCSD 2010, Executive Summary).
Building of trust and inclusiveness (WBCSD 2010, 16).
Actions

The report provides business with a set of over-arching actions to help
explore the opportunities and risks that await them. These actions are
aligned with the report‘s goals (WBCSD 2010, 64):
Set a new internal agenda:
 Strategic priorities, skills and capacity building, new business
development and possible portfolio priorities.
A new external agenda:
 Stakeholder relations priorities, new topics to engage on and a new
agenda for business associations
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The report also makes a strong call for collaboration. It calls for leadership
but it is not as emphasised.
Other actions according to elements are listed below:





3.1.5

Human development: Invest in lifelong learning and training
schemes (WBCSD 2010, 17).
Economy: Develop new frameworks to decouple economic growth
from the use of natural resources (WBCSD 2010, 18).
Energy and power: Eliminate fossil fuel subsidies (WBCSD 2010,
24).
Buildings: Create a ―system integrator‖ profession to support
retrofitting of residential properties (WBCSD 2010, 26).
Tools

While the report does not suggest specific tools it does call on the creation
of and use of various tools including:




Accounting standards begin to integrate positive and negative
externalities (WBCSD 2010,19)
Internationally acceptable, science based registration standards for
agricultural technologies (WBCSD 2010,21)
Internationally recognized energy-efficiency requirements in
building codes (WBCSD 2010, 26)

Key findings.





System level is almost complete in regards to the boundaries of the
system; the connections between its different parts are not
explained.
The success level is missing a robust definition of sustainability,
major sectors are not addressed in the report and there are actions
which may contribute to the violations of the 4SPs.
Backcasting from scenarios was used to create the report; however
no clear prioritization is presented around how the 9 elements and
the 'must-haves' were chosen.
There is no clear differentiation between:
o Helping people to meet their needs, and undermining
people's capacity to meet their own needs.
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3.2

o Human needs and satisfiers for these needs.
Some actions and tools are mentioned, though they are scattered
around the report, and they are either too general or too specific.

Barriers and enablers

Here we bring together the data which was collected through the interviews
and surveys, and support our second secondary research question:
What are the barriers and enablers multinational for-profit companies
face in executing Vision 2050 when moving towards sustainability?
Two angles were considered for this question; the barriers and enablers
companies encounter when integrating sustainability into their practices,
and what are the traits of the Vision 2050 report which can interfere or
support with such a process.
As described in section 2.2 research participants were divided into three
groups (table 3.2). A complete list of all respondents is presented in
Appendix B, the distribution of which participant replied to which
questions is in Appendix C and questions and correlating answers from
surveys can be found in appendix D.
Table 3.1. Groups of research respondents.
Respondents

No.

Group description

WBCSD
member companies

12

Representatives of member companies participated in
the project, and may or may not be currently using it

Vision 2050 project
core team

8

Individuals who took part in the project as either
facilitators, consultants or project directors

5

Individuals who are familiar with the business industry
but are independent from the Vision 2050 project, and
are familiar with it to a certain degree or not at all. This
group included the FSSD panel (table 2.1)

External experts

The findings are presented as summaries of clustered questions, most
prominent categories are described in tables including an explanation of
which responses were included in that code. Each summary closes with a
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recap of the key details which informed other phases and the development
of the implementation guide, which is described in section 3.3.
3.2.1

Barriers summary

Two approaches were used to indentify barriers a company might be faced
with when trying to integrate sustainability within their practices. The first
approach looked at the general barriers while the second approach delved
into the specifics of Vision 2050.
In order to develop a relevant implementation guide there was a need to
understand the barriers companies are facing, this was done by asking the
following question:
What are the main challenges companies are faced with when trying to
achieve their goals towards sustainability while maintaining full business
value?
In total 20 replied, most commonly heard categories were Mindset (13
Reponses) and Uncertainty (10 responses). Results from the other four
categories were quite close, starting with Disengagement and Legislation (9
responses each), Financial (7) and Strategy (5).
1 Challenge: Mindset

65%

Challenges which are rooted in assumptions, these are perceived-barriers, in the sense it is
the thought that something is a barrier which prevents from taking action, rather than a
feasible barrier.

“There may be a perceived trade-off between „sustainability‟ and „value‟ creation."
Sarah Brooks, TNS Canada.
"Much of today‟s society is disconnected from the farm. Many assume that an
abundant grocery store means food security without thinking about the challenges
farmers face in producing the food that ends up on our tables." Juan GonzalezValero, Syngenta.
2 Challenge: Uncertainty

50%

The 'wild-cards' these are the challenges which stem from the unknown aspects of
sustainability. These varied from 'green-washing' to fear from change, and the 'first mover
dilemma'.

"We can control our manufacturing waste, but we can‟t control consumer waste. We
can influence, we can show how consumer waste can be recovered sustainably, but it
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needs a wider range of stakeholders, working together, to make it happen." Peter
White, P&G.
3 Challenge: Disengagement and Legislation

45%

Disengagement

The lack of approval or acceptance of sustainability related
initiatives, throughout the full spectrum of stakeholders.

Legislation

The challenge with legislation is the lack of it; there are no global
agreements on sustainability standards. Out of the 9 respondents
who replied this, 8 were member companies' representatives.

4 Challenge: Financial

35%

Includes challenges around the difficulty to balance Net Present Value (NPV) in the short
term, with long term sustainability challenges. Out of the 8 respondents who replied this, 7
were member companies representatives.

5 Challenge: Strategy

25%

The lack of strategic management of sustainability. Out of the 5 respondents who replied
this, 4 were member companies representatives.

Though Vision 2050 aims to help companies to cope with some of these
challenges, when working with a tool one must be aware of limitations
which might prevent it from supporting a company's efforts in a successful
manner. Core team and external experts were asked about both the internal
and external limitations of the report:
What are the weaknesses (internal barriers) of the Vision 2050 report in
helping companies to contribute towards creating a sustainable society?
What are the threats (external barriers) that the Vision 2050 report
presents which can hinder companies to contribute towards creating a
sustainable society?
Weaknesses. In total 15 replied, most repeated categories were Gaps (11
responses) and Vague (10 responses). Additional answers included the
insufficient emphasis on urgency (1 response) and that it is a voluntary
initiative (1 response).
1 Weakness: Gaps

73%

Absent elements, which could or should have been included in the report e.g. lack of
specific actions, missing sectors, no financial advice and no implementation guide.

"One of the weaknesses is that we did not have any Vice President of Government
Relations; the government area was the weakest representation in the room." Robert
E.Horn, Synthesizer.
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2 Weakness: Vague

67%

Elements which are mentioned in the report in an abstract manner, they require more
elaboration or depth, this contributes to an unrealistic sense of the feasibility of the report.

"Companies will immediately say that in order to make Vision 2050 into a strategy
they will need more quantification and substance. The story is relevant but it needs to
be proven with data." Per Sandberg, Accenture.

Threats. In total 9 replied, from member companies' representatives,
answers distributed evenly to five categories, with no one outstanding
theme; Uncertainty and Theory on the shelf were mentioned by 3 people,
and Resources, Legislation and Lack of Collaboration were each mentioned
by 2 people.
1 Threat:
Uncertainty

Theory
shelf

on

33%
These are events which can influence the world unexpectedly,
such as another economic crisis and instability of the markets.
report presents an unrealistic theory which can't be
the The
implemented, due to lack of leadership of companies or being
dismissed for being too positive.

Key findings.
When moving towards sustainability in a company:
 The biggest barriers are mindset and uncertainty.
 No external expert pointed legislation or financial as barrier.
 Only external experts pointed the lack of strategy as a barrier.
Barriers with working with the Vision 2050 report:
 Missing data and details.
 Missing actors and sectors.
 High abstraction level.
3.2.2

Enablers summary

As with the barriers, two approaches were used to explore how the Vision
2050 report may enable companies in moving towards sustainability. We
saw this as important to understand because it could help inform the work
of the implementation guide, as motivators for companies. The following
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questions addressed the inherent strengths and components of the report as
a final product:
What are the strengths (internal enabler) of the report in helping
companies to contribute towards creating a sustainable society?
Which key aspects/components of Vision 2050 report have the strongest
relevance to today´s business models and strategies and why?
The second approach, aimed to unfold the further steps which could arise,
consequent upon the report:
What are the opportunities (external enablers) the report offers in helping
companies to contribute towards creating a sustainable society?
Which of the suggested actions in the report can make the biggest impact in
moving towards sustainable development?
Strengths. In total 17 replied, all from core team and member companies.
Most commonly repeated category was Guidance (13 responses), then
Clear message and Innovative (10 responses each).
1 Strength: Guidance

76%

The direction and inspiration which the report offers, in the shape of a plausible view to
2050. The nine elements were referred to as strategic disaggregated goals and the 'musthaves' as clear mile stones.

"The 2050 report has done a pretty good job of laying out the future, how to live in a
resource constrained world when we are going to have a population of 9 billion
people." Venkatesh Kumar, Weyerhaueser.
2 Strength: Clear message

59%

The message the report presents is clear and simple, easy to communicate to others and
easy to follow. It emphasizes the context to the sustainability challenge, its enormity and
what might be a path to tackle it.

"What is helpful about Vision 2050 is that it offers a graphic, expert-tested and
research-based view of what the world will most likely look like in 2050. As such, it
highlights the actions that must be taken NOW in if we are to live within the
ecological means of one planet by that time.” Andrew Ritch, Duke Energy.
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2 Strength: Innovative

59%

Several qualities were brought up in relation to the innovative approach of the report,
among them; its holistic perspective, the usage of backcasting, its support in long-term
thinking and its call for business-not-as-usual.

"The excitement and the possibilities around the visualization of what a sustainable
future might be is a very powerful instrument for change." Ged Davis, Lead
Consultant.

Additional categories were indentified, but not as strongly, most answers
came from member companies; the cross sectoral scope of the project (5
responses), its contribution to raising awareness (4), its broad perspective
and that it is business centric (2 responses each).
Key components. Core team members and external experts were asked this
question given the broader perspective they have of the business world. In
total 5 replied, and results clustered around two categories; Innovation (4
responses) and Strategy (3 responses).
1

Component: Innovation

80%

The report presents sustainability as an innovative challenge and calls for business to do
what they do best – innovate, discover a way to make the sustainable choice more natural
for people, as well as innovating the way they think and plan.

"Of significant relevance in the report is the emphasis on the need for innovation not just in technology, but innovation in everything that we do; how we govern, how
we finance, how we develop products, how we should be thinking outside of the box
all the time." Li Li Leong, PwC Malaysia.
2

Component: Strategy

60%

The report can inform a company's strategy in two ways; re-think where sustainability is
placed within the company and the 'must-haves' which give clear goals to follow.

"The „Must Haves‟ for each element are a very clear way to organize things as it will
help businesses set goals." Ian Korman, MASCI.

Additional answers: Holistic approach and value proposition (2 responses),
collaboration, knowledge transfer, business as key driver, clear message,
behavioural change and education (1 response each).
Opportunities. In total 11 responses were collected, all from core team and
member companies. The three most common categories were
Communication (7 responses), Business differentiation (5 responses, replied
only by member companies), and Catalyst for transformation (4 responses).
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1 Opportunity: Communication

64%

The report's great potential is as a 'door-opener', as a tool for internal and external
communication. It can be used to initiate and facilitate conversations around vision, goals
and actions and by doing that connects between people or companies.

"Vision 2050 is a great platform for dialogue about what actions a company should or
can take, and to discuss potential collaborations with other groups or companies."
Rainy Shorey, Caterpillar.
2 Opportunity: Business differentiation

45%

The Vision 2050 report helps in indentifying the business opportunities in sustainable
development, and puts an emphasis on how sustainable development done by companies
can be used as benchmarking for others.

"If your vision can be shared with society in an easy, transparent way, then you have
the momentum to change the internal management system based on your interactions
with customers, suppliers and everybody else. This is how you make your business
relevant." Juan Gonzalez-Valero, Syngenta.
3 Opportunity: Catalyst for transformation

36%

The report can accelerate radical transitions which are necessary in moving towards
sustainability, if by providing inspiration, connecting people, setting goals or introducing
new approaches e.g. system thinking.

"In the past, we have looked at individual issues and sectors but partly as a result of
Vision 2050 we are now looking for more integrated systems solutions to SD
challenges and the complexity they present." Katherine Madden, WBCSD.

Biggest impact actions. In total 18 replied, the two most common categories
were Mindset (9 responses) and Collaboration (7 responses).
1 Biggest impact: Mindset

50%

In relation to impactful actions around mindset, the report raises awareness to the need of
new definitions and measures for success and progress, true valuations of costs, people's
values and the quality of life.

"It is about what needs to happen in terms of people's lifestyle and behavior, and
how can we enable development to occur in a more sustainable way." Nijma Khan,
Accenture.
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2 Biggest impact: Collaboration

39%

By creating a collective set of rules by which all players abide Vision 2050 can initiate
collaboration which is helpful when tackling sustainability issues, by leading to the
formation of complex coalitions and collaborative innovation.

"The multi-stakeholder effort that was put into developing the Vision 2050 report is
in itself a real life example of one of the key recommendations of the project collaboration." Li Li Leong, PwC Malaysia.

Additional answers: Resource management (6 responses), rethinking the
business model and innovation (5 responses each) and leadership (4
responses).
Key findings.
Inherent qualities of the report which can enable sustainable development:
 The report is innovative in its methodologies and message.
 Informs a company's strategy by offering guidance and inspiration.
 Carries a clear and easy message to communicate.
Actions which can stem from the report and enable sustainable
development:
 Catalyst and platform for collaboration.
 Change the mindset around our measures and definitions.
 'Door opener' for conversations around sustainable development.
 Defining and recognizing business opportunities in sustainable
development.
 Platform for innovation, in particular collaborative sustainable
innovation.

3.3

Applying a SSD approach in an Implementation Guide

Here we present data which support our third secondary research question:
How can a Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) approach be used to
develop an Implementation Guide (IG) to complement vision 2050?
Much of the data which was used to answer this question was collected
through the surveys and interviews, from the same respondents groups as
described in table 3.2. Additional data came from reviewing existing
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planning models, personal knowledge and two rounds of feedback from
research participants.
The process of developing the IG is described through three steps; at first
essential components and elements of a successful IG were identified, then
the scope of questions was broaden to provide more supporting data and
eventually, a prototype for Vision 2050 IG was developed based on all the
previous results, including the FSSD analysis and key findings about the
barriers and enablers.
3.3.1

Implementation Guide components

To complement personal deduction all research participants were asked the
following question:
Based on your experience and knowledge, please briefly describe what a
successful management model looks like and what are its decisive
components?
A strong suggestion was made by one of the research participants:
"Sustainability management models have to be supported by systems and
process and the softer side bringing along hearts and minds. The balance
between these two is a critical success factor in a Vision 2050 management
model" (Katherine Madden 2011).
The McKinsey 7S frameworks strengthen this advice, and following that all
results were classified as either hard-wiring or soft-wiring. For the purpose
of the research Hard-wiring was identified as elements which can be
directly managed usually by metrics and processes, whereas Soft-wiring
was identified as intangible elements, which are likely to be influenced by
culture and personality.
In total 17 replied, several categories were identified; 4 categories for Hardwiring (16 respondents) and 3 categories for Soft-wiring (10 respondents).
All categories are described below, along with examples to what should be
included in this category, when developing an implementation guide.
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1 Hardware: Vision

69%

The main hardware element around vision is having a strategy and a prioritization process
which can lead towards a vision. Incorporating long term thinking into that strategy;
defining guidelines and success factors, including ambitious stretch goals.

1 Hardware: Tools

69%

The model should include tools which allow; defining specific and measurable goals, i.e.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), a plan-do-check-act approach, clear tasks and an
element of transparency, both internally and externally. Financial incentives can be
considered.

2 Hardware: Structure

50%

The model should be user friendly and allow identifying business opportunities and
fundamental transitions. In addition it should enable a system approach and provide a plan
for current reality assessment.

2 Hardware: Control

50%

The main element under control is to include in the model the necessity to track and
monitor the process. Then, assuring that the accountability will be collective across the
company; all responsibilities should be delegated and assigned to designated people.

1 Software: Holistic engagement

70%

The model should include an element about engaging and stakeholders from all levels, by
making it an exciting process for everybody. It should encourage the creation of cross
functional groups, vertically and horizontally across the company.

2 Software: Vision

50%

The model should explain the importance of having a clear vision and a how to align the
company according to that.

3 Software: Human capital

40%

A model relies on people and therefore should include an element of leadership and
empowerment. Consensus should be built through collaboration and open dialogue.

3.3.2

Implementation Guide supporting data

In an effort to assess need, core team and member companies were asked:
If you have not yet used the Vision 2050 report or if you are already
implementing its paths, what could help you to go further with it?
In total 13 replied, most common categories were Details (6 responses) and
then Engagement (5 responses).
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1

Implementation help: Details

46%

Examples for details: first hand research on the business opportunities, quantification,
guidelines i.e. for identifying existing gaps or compliance, rating parameters, prioritization
process and a tracking system.

"How to transfer the outcomes of the report to internal and external stakeholders
is the key question" Bernhard Grünauer, E.ON.
2

Implementation help: Engagement

38%

The report as an engagement tool; how can it best be utilized to bring together different
stakeholders from all levels to start conversations around sustainable development.

"How do you balance the needs of your different stakeholders, many of whom have
opposing needs? More importantly, how do you, as the CEO of an organization,
manage your business into that 'sweet-spot' where everyone can get most of what
they want?" Andrew Ritch, Duke Energy.

Additional answers: Support systems and benchmarking (3 responses each)
support in the form of discussion groups or forums where best practices and
lessons learned can be shared, and benchmarking as part of a tracking
system which will allow companies to follow the accomplishment of their
own goals in relation to other companies.
To understand how best the IG's advice can be co-related to how businesses
currently operate, participants were asked:
What are the main questions/criteria that you consider when making
sustainability related decisions?
In total 14 replied, most repeated categories were Impact (11 responses),
then Return on Investment (9 responses) and Strategy (6 responses).
1

Criteria: Impact

79%

Different aspects of impact were observed in the answers, varied from the magnitude and
significance of the impact on society and the environment, the ability to measure and
communicate this impact, and how will it affect compliance with operation licence and
certifications.

"In any place we have a substantial amount of the share of the problem; we would
focus on that issue more particularly". Kevin McKnight, Alcoa.
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2

Criteria: Return on investment (ROI)

64%

A broad range of ROI were mentioned; financial in the sense of initial costs, maintenance
and revenue opportunities, required resources i.e. time and people, approval of
stakeholders, reputation and brand, attracting talents, personal satisfaction and benefits.

"Does the decision provide return on investment– environmental, social and
economic according to pre-determined performance targets?". Geneva Classeon,
Deloitte Canada.
3

Criteria: Strategy

43%

When considering sustainability in relation to strategy, companies look to see if there is
alignment between the two, does it make business sense, is it in line with current policies
and targets, will it help to evaluate risk and contribute to future growth.

"Rio Tinto has published sustainable development criteria which should be used in
everyday decision-making and built into formal decision-making processes". Michael
Tost, Rio Tinto

Additional answers: mitigating risk (5 responses), cost and governance
(3 responses), and consideration of stakeholders (2 responses).
The core team and external experts were asked the following questions to
better understand where the leverage is in moving sustainability forward:
Where are best opportunities for initiating the integration of sustainability
strategies within companies?
Where do companies have the most impact in moving society towards
sustainable development- through their professional networks and
partnerships or through their clients?
In total 7 replied, 4 of them pointed that the best opportunities for
integrating sustainability are with the early adopters, where a certain level
of readiness already exists. Regarding companies' impact, 5 respondents
replied and their answers distributed evenly around clients, professional
networks and partnerships (3 each), employees and supply chain (2 each).
All participants were asked the following question in an effort to
understand how the IG could support the transformational change which the
Vision 2050 calls for:
With the understanding that ‘business-as-usual’ is not an option - what
might a transformational change look like for companies? What aspects of
the current reality would need to change?
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In total 17 replied, and answers dispersed over many topics, with four
leading categories identified; Mindset (10), Innovation (9), System thinking
(8) and Collaboration (7).
1 Transformational change: Mindset

59%

To change the way we do business, by developing new measures, switching from products
based industry to providing services, integrating natural capital, valuing long term
solutions over quick fixes, and tackling patterns of consumption.

2 Transformational change: Innovation

53%

Most answers around innovation included technology e.g. zero emissions and smart
transportation. Several answers addressed the need to innovate the business model, explore
new ways to capture true values, develop products and new policy frameworks.

3 Transformational change: System thinking

47%

There is much work which needs to be done around understanding the whole system, and
developing people's knowledge of the natural systems. Within this category were included
answers around resource management which reflects considerations of all systems.

4 Transformational change: Collaboration

41%

Internal and External collaboration is needed in all levels, and must be encouraged.
Complex coalitions and cross-sector partnerships should be formed, so they could
cooperate around complex issues which require multi stakeholder co-creation.

"Current reality is so different that disruption is required in order to move from one
state to the other. This can be a challenge or can create fear, or you can see it as an
opportunity". Dr. Dorothea Seebode, Philips.

Additional answers: Supporting and complying legislation (5), approval of
stakeholders (4), raising more awareness and investments in sustainable
development initiatives (3 each).
Core team and external experts were asked the following question to
understand how the IG could maximize the potential of the report:
Based on your experience with the report, what are the top suggestions on
how to make it a more applicable resource for companies when moving
towards Strategic Sustainable Development?
In total 7 replied, and out of them 4 respondents answered it will require to
create Tools for either tracking or learning, and Strategic plans which will
provide the internal framework. 2 answered Support system from either the
council or other business, and Definitions for sustainability and success.
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Key findings.






3.3.3

An implementation guide for Vision 2050 will be useful, but it will
depend on the model and will have to be company specific.
Most needed input for implementing Vision 2050 is more details and
tools, including tracking indicators, how to translate it to a strategic
plan and how can it be used as an engagement tool.
With sustainability related decision companies consider the impact,
the potential of different ROIs and alignment with strategy.
Best opportunity for integrating sustainability is with early adopters.
The major changes which need to occur in order to move away from
business-as-usual are around mindset, innovation, system thinking
and collaboration.
An Implementation Guide for Vision 2050

A prototype of the Implementation Guide for Vision 2050, was developed
in an attempt to bring SSD to Vision 2050 and make a more applicable
document and address the report´s challenges and gaps which were
identified throughout the research.
The final version of the Implementation Guide is presented in Appendix E,
and is the result of the integration of the relevant pieces of information
which were gathered through; the research results, existing implementation
guides and management models, the researchers' previous knowledge and
the participants' feedback (see Appendix B).
In this section the structure and key elements of the guide's final version are
described in a succinct and comprehensive form, along with its six steps
which are presented in figure 3.1. The SSD approach which is applied in
the guide is described in section 1.3.1 and further discussed in section 4.

Figure 3.1. The 6 steps of the Vision 2050 Implementation Guide
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Structure
Introduction to the Vision 2050 report. The main goal and elements of the
report are described, including the nine elements and the "must haves". This
provides the reader with the background and context of the report which the
Implementation Guide is aimed to complement.
The power of vision. Here the importance of having a shared vision is
explained along with the description of the concept of backcasting; the
planning methodology which was used to create Vision 2050.
Introduction to the Implementation Guide. This part provides a high level
overview of the guide i.e. who is the guide designed for, its different
components and the importance of having an iterative approach. This
includes the following information:


A gap analysis. The Gap Analysis is a mean to include the 4SPs in
the guide. They are phrased as questions, one for each principle, to
check if there is violation of any of the principles. These questions
appear in both the second and forth steps.



A check-list. Five elements were identified as inclusive and essential
for all six steps. The check-list offers a reflection point, to verify
these elements were addressed in alignment with the purpose of
each step. These elements are:



Holistic approach: The guide instructs companies how to move away
from the 'silo' model and start integrating a system thinking approach.



Leadership: In alignment with the report's call for action from the
business world, this element instructs companies to empower people to
lead processes, and for the companies themselves to strive to be the
leaders in the sustainable development of their industry.



Collaboration: Complex coalitions and collaborative sustainable
innovations are the key to address the challenges presented in the
report. Here companies are encouraged to explore the ways to establish
new partnerships and connections around the Vision 2050 issues.



Engagement: One of the necessary keys for success. The company´s
executives must tap into the hearts and minds of their stakeholders
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engage them by asking them for their advice. At each step engagement
needs to take place, starting with top management and every employee
and stakeholders.


Transparency: Both internally and externally transparency must be
incorporated into all operations and services, to build trust and to
ensure that all stakeholders are fully involved in the process and are
informed about of its progress.

The steps. The guide is composed of six steps plus one pre-step, which are
described below. To each step there is a purpose, a tangible deliverable and
a timeline.
0. Pre step – Decide: Implementation Guide does not address the
business case for either sustainable development. The guide is
designed for companies who have already decided to commit to
integrating the report's goals throughout the company, and have a
solid mandate from critical stakeholders i.e. top management or
shareholders.
1. Prepare: The company starts by creating a project team, composed
of both the company's leadership and the sustainability department,
which would navigate the company through the process. The team's
first task is to conduct an initial review of the report, to identify the
company´s role in Vision 2050 to tailor it to themselves.
2. Visioning: This step is focused on creating one Vision for the
company which is informed by the Vision 2050 goals using the
Power of Vision section. This is the company´s definition of
success and base for the company´s new strategy.
3. Explore: First, a current reality assessment of the company is
carried out, and then gaps, as well as compliances with the new
vision, are identified. Finally compelling actions are brainstormed,
as many ideas as possible around actions which will take the
company towards its vision and goals, either by bridging over the
gaps or by building on current strengths. Companies are encouraged
to use the report's nine elements, 'must haves' and the opportunities
chapter as a source for information and inspiration.
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4. Action plan: The outcome of this step is to create a strategic plan,
built from actions brainstormed in the previous step and which were
filtered through using a prioritization process. The chosen actions
are to be put in a time line, in a clear way which demonstrates how
they build on one another, and should include indicators to track
progress, required resources and designated people to be responsible
for executing it.
5. Implement & Track: While initiatives should come from the
bottom-up, in most companies' implementation must come from the
top-down. All actions and tools should include a tracking element to
allow the project team to follow the process and assess the progress
in reaching the goals.
6. Communication: Throughout the process communication channels
should be kept open at all times, for future improvement and
progress. At this step however, the focus is on external
communication, by spreading the word to external stakeholders, the
business community and the general public.
The final structure and steps of the guide emerged in an organic manner,
having the same data or results informing and impacting several steps and
in different ways. In table 3.3. we demonstrate some of the co-relations
between the research results and the final steps and elements of the guide,
further explanation is provided in Chapter 4.
Table 3.2. Co-relations between research questions and IG
SRQ1
FSSD analysis

SRQ2
Barriers &Enablers

SRQ3
IG

Steps
Early
adopters
were identified as a
good potential for
integrating
sustainability

0. Pre step:
Decide
Barrier: Vague
Overcoming
this
barrier by carrying
out an initial review
of
the
report
Enabler: Strategy
the report can be

1. Prepare
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Soft
wiring:
Holistic
engagement
Include
different
departments in the
project team

used
to inform
companies' strategy

2. Visioning

The Gap analysis
is
used
to
complement the
level of Success
of the report by
introducing
the
4SPs phrased as
questions.

Enabler: Guidance
The report can be
used
to
guide
companies to plan
towards a plausible
future of 2050

3. Explore

The methodology
of
backcasting
which was used in
the
report
is
replicated in the
guide

Enabler:
Innovation
Was suggested to be
the main relevance
of the report to
business

Similar to step 2

Weakness: Gaps
Instructions on how
to build a strategic
plan to implement
the report's goals

4. Action Plan

5. Implement &
Track

Enabler:
Connector
The report is a
useful
tool
for
communication

6. Communication

Elements in the checklist
The report calls
and attempt to
have a holistic
Holistic Approach perspective in its
system
boundaries

Hard and soft
wiring: Vision
Align the business
according to a
shared vision
Hard
wiring:
Structure
Include a baseline
assessment
and
identify
business
opportunities and
current trends
The criteria for
considering
sustainability
related
decision
align with the 3
prioritization
questions
Hard wiring:
Tools &Control
Including
indicators, plan-docheck-act approach,
and
assign
responsibilities
Soft wiring:
Open dialogue
Inform and update
and consult all who
are involved
A requirement for
Transformational
change
and
a
component of
hard wiring
A requirement for
Transformational
change
and
a
component of
soft wiring

Leadership
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Collaboration

Enabler: A big
impact action which
can stem from the
report

Engagement

Barrier:
Disengagement

Transparency

3.4

A requirement for
Transformational
change
Soft
wiring:
Holistic
engagement
Hard and soft
wiring : through
control
and
communication

Finalization and recommendations

The Vision 2050 Implementation Guide is designed to provide an SSD
approach for implementing the report's goals by companies; however, much
more can be done in order to assist and accelerate the process.
The recommendations below are points which can strengthen companies'
efforts in moving towards sustainability, by providing external support and
foundations to the internal work of implementing the IG. These points tap
to ideas and answers which repeatedly came up through the research, yet
were not necessarily quantified with raw data.
Along with the Vision 2050 Implementation Guide these recommendations
support our main research question:
How can multinational for-profit companies implement a SSD approach
to integrate Vision 2050's goals into their strategic plans and operations?




Establishing an over arching committee to Vision 2050 which could,
but not necessarily, be initiated by the WBCSD. The committee
should provide tools and metrics for tracking progress and develop
measures which could provide benchmarking data.
Creating an actual 'platform' for a dialogue, a community of
practice15, a place where companies can meet and share knowledge
and lessons learned regarding their experience with Vision 2050.

15

Communities of practice are groups of people who engage in the process of collective learning, and they differ
from other communities in three main aspects; a shared domain of interest, the type of interactions around that
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Promote regional Vision 2050 projects, with wider scope of
participants from many sectors, apart from business.
Partner with experts from academia to expand the research around the
business opportunities which are suggested in the report.
Include government and banking representatives in any future
dialogues.

which are aminly learning orientated and the shared practice, as opposed to just having interest in similar topics
(Community of practice 2011).
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4 Discussion
In this section we elaborate and reflect on the results that we found more
relevant to our study. We also discuss here how we interpreted the results
and used them to answer our research questions.
We first address the secondary questions, followed by the implementation
guide and ending with the main research question.

4.1

FSSD analysis

We aim at bringing an SSD approach to Vision 2050 with the
implementation guide that we created. To do so we first analyzed the report
through the lens of the FSSD to identify what the Vision 2050 report has
and lacks with regards to Strategic Sustainable Development.
The report's definition of sustainability is a vision, one in which by the year
2050 9 billion people will be living well within the finite resources this
planet has to offer. This may seem as a valid definition; however what if
society is able to maintain the equilibrium of the biosphere so by 2050
people live well, as we do now, but the biosphere is at the very brink of
collapse? What would happen with the next generation after 2050?
The report states certain numbers, levels of accomplishments that have to
be met by a certain time e.g. the level of CO2 emissions reductions or the
maximum amount of fossil fuels that can be consumed. These numbers
have been calculated according to the UN estimation of 9 billion people
population but what if there is a trend shift and the population reaches 10
billion by 2050? Will these levels still keep the planet in balance?
We feel there is a risk in aiming at a scenario that may be different. As
shown by our analysis, the system is not completely defined and therefore it
risks achieving success.
We want to make explicit that although the FSSD analysis reveals that not
all levels are fulfilled by the report, this doesn´t mean it is a mistake nor a
gap. By definition the report is a vision and not a plan, hence it was not
meant to be complete in all the levels. It provides an overall idea of how the
vision can be achieved through the pathways. However it is surprising that
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there are no guidelines to continue the dialogue since this is one the explicit
purposes of the report.
What the FSSD analysis revealed was expected: all five levels were
incomplete (to varying degrees), confirming our assumption that a suitable
tool would be an implementation guide which would incorporate the
necessary elements to fill up the levels. Finally we would say that our
FSSD analysis continues the discussion Vision 2050 asks for, by pointing at
what else need to be talked about.
This analysis might be misunderstood by the report‘s creators as it looks at
purposes the report was not made to have. Thought they might feel the
Vision as a vision is complete, as shown in the systems and success levels,
we identified a few gaps, the main one being between the report's definition
of success and the 4 SPs.

4.2

Barriers and enablers expectations

Responses to several questions from surveys and interviews were relevant
to us for compiling the most complete and comprehensive answer to this
research question. We received a broad set of complementary information
which when pieced together built a complete picture that provided us with
an overall view of the current reality that multinational companies are faced
with when working towards sustainability, with or without the Vision 2050
report. What works better, what do they need to succeed, what can be done,
what can be improved, what helps or hinders a company?
4.2.1

Barriers summary

Challenges. We expected to see mindset as the main barrier, however we
were surprised it was with 30% difference from financial and costs.
This makes us think that the business case of sustainability is recognized so
cost is not seen as the main problem. However society has a long history of
operating in a certain way, and sustainability is relatively a young concept
in comparison. Global warming concern, for example, only took off in the
last 10 years. Humans are creatures of habits and therefore it is in our
nature to resist change. Unless we are forced to change, we will keep doing
things in the same way we are used to. Currently there is evidence of the
damage around us, but it is not obvious enough. It hasn't affected us yet in
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our daily life and therefore we don´t feel the need to change our ways and
our mindset.
Weaknesses. Our first impression of the report, that it is vague and lacks
guidance, was supported by the research results. This validated our initial
idea of creating an implementation guide to complement Vision 2050.
Threats. he fact that there was not a consistent answer for the threats
stemming from the report is understandable, since by definition threats are
uncertain things that may or may not happen. Uncertainty was one the
answers and it seems to be a common thread regarding sustainability.
The threat of being a ‖Theory on the shelf‖ aligns with our concern about
the report aiming to 2050, which is 40 years away. This may be the case
because plans for near future are already made and are harder to change,
hence it is easier to agree on matters that are far away in time as they
require less commitment.
Unfortunately the people who have agreed upon this vision may not be here
in 2050. We see it as a risk as, the interest to work for something that you
may not see materialize is not as strong as something that you will
experience. Could this hinder Vision 2050 from being accomplished?
4.2.2

Enablers summary

Strengths. It is interesting that though guidance was pointed out as the
report's biggest strength, was also one of its biggest weakness. However it
makes complete sense, it all depends on the perspective. Though the report
provides some guidance within the timeline and 'must haves', It does not
offer an implementation plan for a company to follow.
Clear message was also identified as a main strength, which is what
captivated us in the first place. We saw Vision 2050 as a powerful statement
that speaks of sustainable development, and has the ability to engage
business.
It was surprising that only 12% of respondents replied that the report being
business centric is a strength. It is of interest given that the report is written
by business for business, and we believe it might be due to the fact that the
vision is at such high level that companies having difficulties to identify
themselves and their part in it.
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―It's a starting point, the way the pathway is laid out nicely, but sometimes
it is hard to use it as a prospect of realism‖ (Dr. Georg Baeuml,
Volkswagen).
Opportunities. ―Business, consumers and policy-makers will experiment,
and, through multi-stakeholder collaboration, systemic thinking and coinnovation, find solutions to make a sustainable world achievable and
desirable. This is opportunistic business strategy at its best.‖ (Vision 2050,
Executive summary)
The biggest opportunity survey respondents saw was collaboration; hence
the report‘s main message is being heard: connect to collaborate.
Biggest actions. Sustainability asks for a redefinition of values, resource
management, and behavioural change, among others. These are big steps to
be taken, pointing at a transformational change.
This need was validated by the fact that both mindset and collaboration
were identified by business as required pieces for transformational change,
as well as identified as actions from the report that can have the biggest
impact in moving towards sustainability.
What was not expected was how low leadership played in this category,
with only 22%. However, given that mindset scored higher this makes us
wonder about the relationship between the two; is leadership still needed if
a shift of mindset occurs on its own, or is it that leadership is needed to
promote a change of mindset?
Components. strategy came up when we asked external experts which key
aspects of the Vision 2050 report have the strongest relevance to today´s
business models. This reassures the relevance of creating an
implementation plan.
It is interesting that companies did not identify strategy as a barrier to
integrating sustainability while external experts did. This might be the
reason why the latter appreciate the value that the report brings in terms of
providing strategic guidance.
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4.3

4.3.1

Applying an SSD in an Implementation Guide for
Vision 2050
Implementation Guide supporting data

When we asked companies about what would help them the most in order
to go further with Vision 2050, they identified details. This result is
coherent with what we saw in our FSSD analysis and with one of the main
weaknesses which arose from the previous results.
Engagement was identified as another helpful piece, considering it is the
glue that holds together the workforce that makes sustainability happen.
Support was also identified in various forms.
These two elements highlight the importance of collaboration. Engagement
is a way to get people to collaborate with one another. By coming together
they become a strong coalition, in which they help each other to bring about
collective initiatives. This is a way to get support. In addition, with regard
to support we want to mention here how helpful we think it would be to
have adequate legislation (identified as challenge, threat and
transformational change in the results section) to promote the momentum of
sustainability.
Criteria. In this section it is curious how we found that the most important
criteria for companies to take sustainability related decisions to be impact,
ROI and strategy; are analogues with the three prioritization questions of
the FSSD:




Impact: Does this action proceed in the right direction with respect to
the Sustainability Principles, Vision 2050 and the company's vision?
ROI: Is this action likely to produce a sufficient return on investment
to further catalyze process?
Strategy: Does this action provide a ―stepping stone‖ (flexible
platform) for future improvements?

Integrating sustainability. Early adopter companies were identified as the
best option for initiating the integration of sustainability. Aligned with our
thoughts, we saw the potential in working with the Vision 2050 report
because the targeted audience would be companies that already bought into
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sustainability; either companies that participated in creating the report or
companies that will pick it up to work with it.
Companies impact. When scoping our research we asked ourselves where a
company would have more impact in creating a sustainable society, through
their clients or through networking and partnerships. It was unclear which
one was more relevant so chose not to make the distinction. Eventually our
results were evenly distributed around these options, validating our final
choice of looking at the whole spectrum of company´s areas of influence.
Transformational change. Although systems thinking could be interpreted
as a mindset component, in section 3.3 it is explained what why they were
coded as two different categories. These code definitions may explain why
systems thinking scored not as high as a component for transformational
change, 35%, as we would have thought (while mindset did). We
understand Systems thinking as the main pillar above which the kind of
change needed is suspended on.
Applicable resources. External experts were very interested in our work to
create an implementation plan. As they identified a tool and strategic plans
as what could make Vision 2050 a more applicable resource. We were
highly satisfied to hear this because our Implementation Guide is a tool that
helps create strategy.
As mentioned before, external experts also pointed to support systems as a
way to make Vision 2050 more applicable.
Definitions of success and sustainability are also needed and we address
these issues in the Implementation Guide by adding the 4 SPs.
4.3.2

Implementation Guide components

We were pleasantly surprised to see the striking similarities between our
preconceived notion of what an implementation guide would include and
the answers provided by the participants. Examples of these were: strategy,
plan, prioritization process; tracking systems; stakeholders' engagement
focus; and meaningful vision creation process.
Based on the approach suggested by Karl Henrik Robèrt, and this validation
that we heard from the answers, we developed the Implementation Guide
starting by creating our perceived notion of an ideal model, which was
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subsequently informed and refined by the results and feedback from our
research participants.
This approach was chosen to avoid getting lost in the flawed details of the
report or our results, in order to maintain a bird's eye view of the
implementation guide we wished to design.
4.3.3

Implementation Guide contribution to SSD

Our results suggested that while the Vision 2050 report holds potential for
moving companies towards sustainability, it also presents a few challenges
which might hinder it from doing it successfully if companies don´t follow
an SSD approach when implementing the paths of Vision 2050.
We wanted to help companies willing to work towards Vision 2050 by
creating a tool which provides guidelines for creating their own Vision 2050
action plan for achieving Vision 2050 ´s goals with an SSD approach.
The FSSD analysis informed what was needed in order to follow an SSD
approach. This is how our implementation guide contributes to fulfilling the
levels of the FSSD:
Systems: It follows a systems thinking approach.
Success: It addresses the success level by introducing the concept of the
four sustainability principles and the importance of having a shared vision.
Strategic: It provides strategic guidance for moving a company towards
sustainability with an SSD approach, including using backcasting as a
planning methodology.
Actions and Tools: We acknowledge that every company is different and
therefore these two levels are meant to be filled by the company as they
follow the Implementation Guide, which is itself a tool to serve as a vehicle
for companies to determine their action plan, based on prioritized actions
and the most suitable tools to use.
4.3.4

An Implementation Guide for Vision 2050

This tool has been designed based on our previous knowledge of SSD
approach and is informed and shaped by our results and existing models.
A gap analysis. Considering some of the gaps and limitations which were
identified in Vision 2050, in order to avoid being taken off track towards
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sustainability, the model should include the 4 SPs as guidance. These are
necessary to ensure success when backcasting, given that the report does
not backcast from principles to ensure companies' decisions will lead them
in the right direction.
At first the 4SPs were described in the guide as an overarching framework
of Vision 2050. However, all seven feedbacks replied this was confusing
and ―unnecessary‖. The 4 SPs are finally included in the guide as questions
in the gap analysis.
Check list elements. These accompany each step and are to ensure that all
are considered throughout the steps.
Holistic approach: To avoid the traditional way of position sustainability
within the company, being just a department separated from the core of the
company.
Instead our implementation plan leads to the integration of sustainability
into the company's strategy as a holistic component. This starts with a
company re-thinking its business model by asking themselves 'what are we
in the business of?".
Leadership: It is a what is the most needed component to face the
sustainability challenge.
"The question of reaching sustainability is not about if we will have enough
energy, enough food, or other tangible resources - those we have. The
question is: will there be enough leaders in time?" ( Dr. Göran Broman and
Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt).
Leading companies can influence their supply chain, their competitors, etc.
By taking the lead in moving a business sector towards sustainability
others will follow. However, for companies to be leaders externally they
must first create leadership internally and get the entire organization
engaged as a way to succeed in achieving their goals.
Collaboration: Collaboration brings many benefits like support and
innovation. It is also a way to overcome the barrier of ROI related issues.
Engagement: One of the necessary keys for success. The company´s
executives must tap into the hearts and minds of their stakeholders engage
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them by asking them for their advice. External stakeholders‘ engagement
may lead to partnerships and collaboration.
Transparency: This is important in sustainability, for building trust and to
encourage benchmarking. For this reason we encourage reporting the
company´s accomplishments, both internally and publically. Communicate
to connect, connect to collaborate.
Steps. The following steps are included to guide companies as they go
through the process. With these steps we tried to replicate the same process
used to create the report, which is backcasting from a vision of success.
This aligns with an SSD approach and lends credibility by being consistent
with the report.
Pre step- Decide: Relying on Vision 2050 clear message as an effective
vehicle to call people to buy into sustainability, the guide is only to be used
once the company has bought into sustainability. ―Sustainability is to make
the strategic choice to do things right‖ (Per Sandberg 2011). We know it is
much more fruitful to work with those that already want to.
Transformational change is required to move a company towards
sustainability, it is a whole mindset shift, therefore the CEO and the
executive committee´s mandate is essential, as they are the ones with the
ability to decide and support a move of such scale.
Prepare: The project team has to represents all business units in order to
make sustainability a holistic strategy of the company.
Given that Vision 2050 is a large scale vision that has to be tailored to each
company; the report's components and goals need to be brought down and
adapted to the company´s area to become a more tangible goal to pursuit.
Vision: An meaningful Vision for the main stakeholders is essential to
achieve success in sustainability. If they can inspire their employees and
engage them to a point where the employees can see themselves in that
message, they will reap the benefits of higher productivity and employee
retention. (Willard 2002, 21)
Explore: Decide slow, implement fast. We suggest a process which takes
long to design, in order to be effective and successful in execution. It is a
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time investment in the benefit of making the most of the actions that will
follow.
Action plan: We suggest taking decisions carefully to ensure companies
choose well form their range of possibilities. Research should be included
in this process, as well as being in contact with other companies and learn
and share experiences and successful methodologies.
Implement and track: When executing the action plan it is essential to
measure accomplishments. This will help companies to stay on track, and
come back to redefine plans if necessary. This contributes to the iterative
approach of the guide, enabling reflection to occur along the process, by
constantly evaluating the progress.
Communication: The Vision 2050 report can be a powerful tool for this
spread the word of sustainability, since it can be used as a platform for
dialogue, and start the conversation around sustainable development and
how is it being implemented in the company.
4.3.5

Tool strengths and weaknesses

We encountered a triple challenge when developing the implementation
guide; first, how to create a tool which will be generic enough to be used by
different companies, yet detailed enough in the guidance it offers. Then,
how can the guide help in addressing the sustainability challenge, which by
nature is both varied and constantly changing.
The tool provides an answer when a company asks the question ―How do
we start down the Vision 2050 road?‖. It utilizes a structure that companies
may already be familiar with since it is based on other successful models,
avoiding companies the task to learn a complete new thing. The tool is
broken down into 6 concrete steps to provide a company with clear
direction on the path they must follow in order to achieve success.
Much like the Vision 2050 report we could not go into all the details a
company needs to know about how to execute this on a day to day basis. It
is the middle point between wanting to integrate sustainability into their
operations and having a day to day operations plan.
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4.4

Integrating an SSD approach in multi-national
companies

Without an SSD approach a company following the Vision 2050 path could
be taking the right actions in some aspects, but it may also risk contributing
to the violation of one of the 4 SPs.
The answer to our main research question is formulated around the
application of the Vision 2050 Implementation Guide. We believe it
provides the necessary elements for multinational for-profit companies to
take an SSD approach when executing Vision 2050 pathways, as described
in section 4.3.
However, sustainability is a whole sea of possibilities and directions to look
at, so although the IG should keep a company in track for SSD there are
some other actions that a company could take, explained in section 3.4
intended to engage more and more stakeholders and to provide support
platforms for each other. Along with integrating sustainability themselves,
companies must create a plan for engagement with government and
advocate for the changes needed to move society towards sustainability
Many players have a role in this challenge, and as was said by our research
participants, they cannot do it alone.

4.5

Research Strengths and Limitations

The research presented in this paper is informed by people who co-created
the Vision 2050 report, including 13 out of the 29 companies who
participated in the project and the project directors. This provided the
research with a great deal of richness around understanding the report and
an invaluable understanding of the current thinking within multinational
companies from seven different countries over three continents.
The research results complemented our initial FSSD analysis of the report
and further validated the Implementation Guide which was developed
through prior experience and existing models
The FSSD analysis we conducted was reviewed only by our research
advisors and therefore this leaves the chance that certain gaps or alignments
might have been overlooked.
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Research participants were not all asked the same questions and certain
questions were asked to only a few people. We believe it would have been
beneficial to collect more responses to certain questions and from more
perspectives i.e. companies other than those who co-created the Vision
2050 report.
While we enjoyed a high rate of response from the people we approached,
it included only a handful of companies and focused on employees working
in the area of sustainability.
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5 Conclusion
The road down to 2050 will be a long and challenging one, but a rewarding
one at all levels – social, ecological and economical.
As shown by Vision 2050 the best way to tackle the sustainability challenge
is by seeing the opportunities that arise from tackling it. Subconsciously,
this positive perspective influenced our work. At the end of our journey we
realized we moved away from asking negative questions and focused on
positive inquiry.
Although this paper begins with a slightly negative tone pointing out some
of the problems that society is now facing, we believe in bringing a positive
approach with our work.
Our research has shown that the biggest barrier and the biggest agent of
transformational change towards sustainability is mindset.
To tackle sustainability we must challenge the current mindset, which is
that it is most often looked at as a problem. We tend to step away from
problems and if possible postpone dealing with them for a later time.
It is time to collaborate and discover the opportunities, the solutions and
benefits that will energize business, governments and civil society as they
make their way down the sustainability road.
Because we believe that plans that get done are those easy to follow we
offer a ―simple, yet not simpler‖ guiding document that brings a positive
tone, is our attempt to avoid Vision 2050 becoming ―A theory on the shelf.‖
In order for companies to seize these opportunities they must have a
strategy that will enable that. Along with mindset our experts stated that
one of the biggest barriers in integrating sustainability into companies is
their strategy. Being a visioning document the Vision 2050 report did not
provide a strategy for companies to follow.
Our Implementation Guide, informed by our research, is aimed at helping
multinational companies develop a strategy to aid them in integrating
sustainability within their operations. The guide is also focused on changing
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the current mindset by calling for the creation of a cross-sectoral team to
help develop a systems thinking approach.
Once a company has begun this process they can build upon the crosssectoral team and reach out to stakeholders, more companies, governments
and others to innovate and collaborate, which are the two greatest enablers
according to our research, to take advantage of the possibilities that will
come within integrating sustainability.
Future research. Much like Vision 2050 our research is only scratching the
surface. The research would benefit from action research. The guide could
be tested with a number of companies that were not a part of our original
research but who are familiar with the Vision 2050 report and are looking to
integrate sustainability into their operations.
The purpose of this action research would be to examine the theory which
was integrated in the guide, explore what worked and what did not, and
based on these findings, further improve and adjust the guide to provide an
even more relevant version of it.
We hope that Vision 2050 and our guide will inspire companies to develop
a strategy which enables them to play a role in changing mindsets, seize
opportunities and help move society towards sustainability along with
governments and civil society so that we may all live well within the limits
of the planet.
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Appendix A: Guiding questions for FSSD analysis
System level: What are the boundaries of the system as defined by the
report? Are they too narrow or too wide? Who and what is included within
these boundaries? Does the report make assumptions about the system,
including the society, the economic system and the biosphere? If yes, what
are they?
Success level: Does the report offer a definition for success? If so, does the
report's definition align with the four sustainability principles?
Strategic level: Does the report recommend that decision will be made?
Does it offer prioritization questions or a prioritization process? If so, what
are they? Do they align with the report's definition for success?
Actions level: Does the report suggest specific actions and if yes what are
they? Do the suggested actions align with the four sustainability principles?
Do the suggest actions align with the report's definition of success?
Tools level: Does the report suggest any tools? Do the suggested tools align
with the four sustainability principles? Do the suggest tools align with the
report's definition of success?
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Appendix B: Research Participants
Legend: IC=Introductory call

S=Survey

SI=Semi structured interview

FB=Feedback

* Replied to a semi-structured interview together with another participant

Company/
Institution
VISION 2050 CORE TEAM
Contact

Per Sandberg

Accenture,
Norway

Nijma Khan

Accenture, UK

Li Li Leong

Gary Sharkey

Robert Horn

Ged Davis

Pricewaterhose
Coopers LLP.
Malaysia
Pricewaterhose
Coopers LLP.
UK
Stanford
University,
USA
Global Energy
Assessment
Council, USA

Katherine
Madden*

WBCSD,
Switzerland

Olivier
Vilaça*

WBCSD,
Switzerland

David Moore

Global
Footprint
Network, USA

Position/Title
Management
Consulting –
Sustainability
Sustainability
Services, North
America

Industry

PSF

PSF

Relation to
Research
Vision 2050
Project director
Vision 2050
Project
Manager
Vision 2050
Project
Manager
Vision 2050
member
company

IC



S











Senior Manager

PSF

Global
Sustainability
Network Driver

PSF

political scientist

Academia

Vision 2050
Vizualizier

Co-president

Scenario
planning

Vision 2050
Lead consultant





Manager.
Implementing
SD
Global Issues
Researcher and
Manager

CEO-led
global
association
CEO-led
global
association

WBCSD staff





Vision 2050
Research
assistant





Senior project
manager

Non-profit

Collaborator of
WBCSD





Vision 2050
member
company





Aluminium
producer



Aluminium
producer

Vision 2050
member
company



WBCSD MEMBER COMPANIES
Kevin
McKnight

Alcoa inc. USA

Director, EHS &
Sustainability

Lise Sylvain

Alcoa inc.
Canada

Rainy Shorey

Caterpillar,
USA

Andrew Ritch

Duke Energy
corp. USA

Bernhard
Grünauer

E.on el., UK

Corporate
Responsibility

Energy
supplier

Gerard Bos

Holcim Group
Support Ltd.,
Switzerland

Sustainable
Development

Cement and
aggregates

Hitesh
Sharma

Infosys, India

market analyst

Information
Technology

Peter White

Procter &
Gamble, UK

Michael Tost

Rio Tinto
Group, UK

Regional
Manager,
Environment and
Sustainability
Environment,
Health & Safety
Manager
Director,
Renewable
Energy Strategy

Corporate
Sustainable
Development
Chief Adviser
Sustainable
Development

Machinery
and engines
Energy
supplier

Consumer
goods
Mining and
resources
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WBCSD
member
company
Vision 2050
working group
representative
Vision 2050
member
company
Project working
group
representative
Vision 2050
member
company
Vision 2050
working group
representative
Vision 2050
member
company



SI

FB



































































Company/
Institution

Contact
Dr. Dorothea
Seebode

Royal Philips
Electronics,
Germany

Juan
GonzalezValero

Syngenta,
Switzerland

Dr Georg
Bäuml

Volkswagen,
Germany

Venkatesh
Kumar

Weyehaeuser,
USA

Position/Title
Senior Director
Sustainability
Head Public
Policy and
Partnerships
Group Research
Environment, str
ategy and
mobility
Forest
Management
Analyst

Industry
Electronics

Agribusiness
Vehicle
manufacturer

Relation to
Research
Vision 2050
working group
representative
Vision 2050
working group
representative

IC

S





SI



FB



Vision 2050
working group
representative





Forest
products

Vision 2050
working group
representative





Senior
management
consultant

PSF

External expert



Manager,
Innovation
section

Sustainable
development
support

ISSP member,
Collaborator of
WBCSD



Speaker and
author

Resources for
sustainability
champions

FSSD panel







Non-profit
sustainable
development
organization

FSSD panel







PSF

FSSD panel









External experts
Joe
Chmielewski

Ian Koman

Bob Willard

Deloitte USA
Management
System
Certification
Institute,
Thailand
The
sustainability
advantage, USA

Sarah Brooks

TNS, Canada

Geneva
Claesson

Deloitte,
Canada

Principal Advisor
& Senior
Manager,
Sustainable
Business
Manager,
Enterprise Risk
Services
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Appendix C: Questions distribution
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Appendix D: Survey responses
In this appendix are listed all the responses which were collected in phase 2 of the
research, along with the final percentage for each category. It may seem that in some
categories the number of responses listed does not co-relate with the result in percentage,
this is due to the fact that the final numbers for the data analysis were calculated from data
of all three resources i.e. introductory calls, surveys and semi-structured interviews,
whereas the responses listed below are from
the surveys
alone.
This is mainly to provide an idea hoe were the master-codes created, and what type of
responses were included in each category.
Barriers questions
What are the main biggest challenges companies are faced with when trying to achieve their goals
towards sustainability while maintaining full business value?
Mindset 65%


















Uncertainty 50%

Culture
CEO mindset
Rapid transformation needed in the next decade
Major transformation needed
Skepticism – sustainability seen as an unnecessary costs
and an unproven revenue plate
General lack of understanding of what sustainability it
and why you would engage in it
Lack of longer term thinking and risks and
opportunities
Companies do not understand the innovation and
creativity in the workforce that can be unleashed when a
company develops a shared vision of becoming a more
sustainable enterprise and asks employees for help
transforming the threat into an opportunity
Companies think today‘s shareholder myopic business
model is sacred and is carved in stone. They don‘t
realize that it morphing into a stakeholder-centric model
and that their social license to operate is in jeopardy if
they are slow to adopt the new mode.
Perceived trade-off between ‗sustainability‘ and ‗value‘
lack of public awareness/acceptance
creating an understanding for the depth of required
change and dealing with the fear that is often
accompanied by this
defining actionable and measurable activities to move
us into the ―good‖ rather than ―less bad‖ direction
Sustainability seen as philanthropy












Disengagement 45%





Legislation 45%




Management buy-in
Senior leader(s) champion/ Board level/ c-suite
position/roles
We cannot do it alone
our stakeholders don't offer much sustainability
thinking





Financial 35%





Investment in time, people and money
Quantifiable ROI on activities
Inconsistency between actions and intentions
Difficulty in backcasting (vs. forecasting), especially
when crisis occurs (i.e. reactionary habituated
response)
Lack of clarity re value intangible benefits (such as
reputation, brand recognition etc.)
we can‘t control what our customers do with our
products
―First mover disadvantage‖ for new technologies
Falling into traps following the newest trend
Clarity in defining a point of view over the 3
dimensions of sustainability
ack of globally benchmarked learning tools and
frameworks for bringing in common understanding &
building competencies around the subject

Lack of regulatory pressure
Sectoral legislation
lack of global carbon price, lack of global climate
policy
short-term thinking on government side
wrong incentives
lack of incentives

Strategy 25%


Longer payback for sustainability investments
Sustainability initiatives not profitable at this time
Companies think if they can just survive one more
Proving that values really drive value in the long term
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A strategic approach to sustainability that incorporates
all aspects of their business under one
Defining of roles and responsibilities in a multistakeholder environment umbrella (e.g., HR, IT, etc.)









quarter, they will be fine
Long term vs. Short term thinking
Short term expectation of shareholders
Tools to quantify the tradeoffs between sustainability
options that align with typical business valuation tools
Lack of true valuation of costs

Poor performance metrics for tracking/monitoring
progress

What are the Weaknesses of the Vision 2050 report in helping companies to contribute towards
creating a sustainable society?
Gaps 73%















Needs more detail, data and substance
Lack of specifics on actions
multiple sectors missing
Lack of financial advice
Lack of government support
Need more emerging economy data
Needs elaboration on big risks
Lack of specific numbers
Lack of government relations
Lacked research
Lack of guidance on how to stay on track
No model for implementation in a corporate
environment
Lack of contextual business case
Minimal synergies in thought and deed



Lack of urgency

Vague 67%











Too vague
Very broad, needs translation, lacks detail
very high abstraction level
Gives only hints of what is important, merely
scratching the surface
No strategy raises the questions about feasibility
Difficult to know where to start
Pathways and key themes are too abstract and on high
level
Hard to use as a prospect of realism
It is complex
Hard to estimate which actions will have the biggest
impacts

Lack of urgency 13%

Voluntary 7%


Voluntary ambition

What are the threats that the Vision 2050 report presents which can hinder companies to contribute
towards creating a sustainable society?
Uncertainty ("Wild cards") 33%





Theory on the shelf 33%




Loss of markets
Who will take the lead towards a sustainable society?
Current global financial crisis
If the world around us doesn‘t move towards a
sustainable future, we can‘t do our part (alone) either

That no actual action ever comes of it
First mover dilemma
People might think this is too optimistic and just
dismiss it

Resources 33%






Lack of markets
No true value cost accounting
Not creating a system of true financial accounting for environmental and social impacts
Increasing price of carbon

Legislation 22%


Lack of collaboration 22%


Right national and international policy framework is
needed, same for global carbon market



Low carbon future cannot be realized by business in
isolation
Lack of leadership at all levels

Enablers questions
What are the Strengths (up to 3) of the report in helping your company to contribute towards
creating a sustainable society?
Guidance 76%



Clear message 59%



Provides inspiration and guidance
helps them to describe how they see the world, across-
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highlights the enormity of the challenge
gives context for the need to make change











sectors and regions
Compilation of best ideas
What do we need to do to achieve sustainability? This is laid
out reasonably well if you go through the document.
Using the future as a way to engage them to discuss present
issues
offers strategic disaggregated goals
Good checklist for measuring current SD actions
Pathway map
Done a pretty good job of laying out the future, how to live
in a resource constrained world when we are going to have a
population of 9 billion people. It addresses demographics,
population, economics, resource constraints and you need to
think through those before. It‘s a pathway that you need to
lay from here to there and really a sort of a dialogue, it is not
something that is set in stone, a guide to how you would get
there and how you would go about doing that









Innovative 59%






Cross sectoral scope 29%

Solutions oriented and positive
Gives a holistic view
This is what a future would look like - how do we adapt our
business to fit in this future?
Started with a new methodology, a futures methodology
Backtracking from the vision




Multi-sectoral approach
What kind of sectors need to respond and what
the pathway needs to include



A collective industry-voice to the need of
transformational change

Raising awareness 24%


Gets everyone understanding among the lines of
what a sustainable world in 2050 might look like,
it sets the level with that as the expectation
Very clear picture of the goal (―One world‖)
Reasonably clear milestones
Eye-opener
Emphasis that change needs to happen at a rapid
rate
Simplicity in message and outline of pathways
Showing true ―opportunity‖ in sustainable
development, including environmental, social and
business opportunity.
Definition to what it means to be business-not-asusual

Business centric 12%



Excitement and the possibilities around the visualization
would be a very powerful instrument for change.
Awareness raising by highlighting upcoming issues and need
for action in different sectors



Broad

Broad 12%

What are the Opportunities (up to 3) that the report offers in helping your company to contribute
towards creating a sustainable society?
Communication 64%












Business differentiation 45%

Recreating the process for clients
Tool for a large round table of group exchange about
what role businesses can play be in achieving the vision
Wide spread marketing of the report‘s message
Stakeholder involvement
using the vision as entry point that opens doors to
policy makers and other stakeholders to explain the
challenges
having discussions about these issues, around SD, in
and outside the company
helped us interact with a number of people or
companies who are members of the WBCSD and that
has opened up quite a few doors – our clients are really
interested in understanding a lot more about what we
do, how we can partner in the future
That process has helped us interact with clients and
understand what their needs are and the opportunities it
presents , that is a really big plus for us
Great platform for dialog about what actions a company
should/can take, and to discuss potential collaborations
with other groups, companies, etc.
potential for collaborative work between companies









Transformation of infrastructure
Urban infrastructure development in a sustainable
manner
the great learning that comes out of vision 2050 – you
can‘t expect to make change by focusing on little
projects or nice programs
If you take that as your vision and it can be shared with
society in an easy way you start understanding where
you can actually move the system based on the way
you interact with your customers , with your suppliers
with everybody else , you make your business relevant
and then you start shaping your offer and rethinking
your offer
Competitive advantage
we produce biomass in the future there will be
opportunities for ecosystem services

Catalyst for transformation 36%


Rapid Transit systems
it is helping us look at opportunities in the transportation and building and areas we don‘t work in traditionally
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Which of the suggested actions in the report can make the biggest impact in moving towards
sustainable development?
Mindset 50%




Collaboration 39%







Mindset changes
Shifting/Transforming people values
for business to take and rethink and reframe the new
agenda for business
Seeing things holistically
New measures of success and progress
True cost pricing

Systems thinking
Problem definition








Regulation
The suggested actions in the energy and power element
Restoring and investing in natural capital
CO2 reductions, specifically more support for CSS
Energy Efficiency

Global carbon price





Collaborative innovation
Innovation
development and deployment of technology needed







Collaborative innovation
Collaboration
Complex coalitions
Transfer of knowledge and technology
The concept of a collective idea of the ‗end game‘ and
a common set of rules by which all players abide.






Investments
Closed loop, zero-waste business models
Translate sustainability issues to economic terms
making sustainability easier for the consumer



Leadership

Resource management 33%

Business model 28%

Innovation 28%

Leadership 22%


Which key aspects/components of Vision 2050 report have the strongest relevance to today´s
business models and strategies? Why?
Innovation 80%











Strategy 28%

Creating opportunities within limits
Human development graph
Holistic picture of what business can contribute towards
a sustainable world by 2050
Need for innovation (technology , govern, finance ,
human development)
Consumption and behavioral change of consumers, life
styles, consumption patterns
Displaying backcasting in maturity matrix roadmap
style with unstated by discernable decade milestone
marks
Vision 2050 ecological footprint against business-asusual – How many Earths do we use? – This is a very
powerful graph in helping to convince stakeholders that
both we have to abandon BAU and that the Vision 2050
goals are probably the bare minimum that we need to
do
Sustainability is an innovation challenge

Other







Collaborative nature of report
Knowledge transfer (linked to collaboration)
Education
Business will be a key driver
The sustainability value proposition enables business to win
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The pathway diagram – macro perspective
Must haves
Tough Questions and Dilemmas for strategic scenario
planning
‗Must Haves‘ for each element – This is very nice way
to organize things as it will help businesses set goals
To win at sustainability, companies must move
sustainability from the periphery to the core of how
business operations and what business provides

Implementation Guide questions
If you have not yet used the report or if you are already implementing its paths, what could help you
to go further with it?
Details 46%





Engagement 38%





Details/ Guidelines
How to transfer the key outcomes of the report to
internal and external stakeholders
Identify the areas that already are being addressed in
our activities and identify how to close some gaps
Inputs on how we can define goals and rating

parameters for scorecards of the global workforce, in
evolving a sustainable tomorrow, can be of great help

Engagement (internal and external)
Discussion across sectors
Broader recognition of the report
Higher demand for sustainable development and
sustainable products/services from customers

Support 23%


Tracking system of what companies are doing
Working groups/forums with people who lead organizations for dispersal of creative ideas etc

From scale of 1-10 (with one 1 being not very helpful and 10 being very helpful) how helpful would it
be for you to have a management model to complement the report when planning to reach its goals?








38 % - Depends on model
25% - Should be tailored to each company
13% - 10
13% - 2
13% - 0
25% - 9
25% - 8

What are the main questions/criteria that you consider when making sustainability related
decisions?
Impact 79%
















Return On Investment 64%



What is the impact to the bottom line?
Will this have an impact on society or the
environment?
Will it be helpful to society at large?
How will this benefit my people?
Does it provide a quantifiable performance targets?
How significant is the issue? Do we stick out?
Will it generate wealth for our communities?
Difficulty to implement or resistance of local
operations to change
Will it enhance human potential and well being?
Will it maximize resource efficiency and minimize
environmental damage?
Which impact will we have? Can we easily measure it
and communicate about it?
Ability of research and development to answer
sustainability related questions with the best available
scientific data
Systemic impact
What will impact our core business?
How will our decisions affect our materials
management?







Who is going to do this? Can I spare the resources?
Does the decision provide return on investment (ROI) –
environmental, social and economic according to predetermined performance targets?
Does this provide cash generation?
Is it a revenue opportunity?
Will it help me be successful, personally?
Will it help my company be successful?
Ability to attract and retain capital to continue to grow
our business?
If we make this investment, can we recover the cost of
it in the rates that we charge our customers?
Will the investment pay off sufficiently to generate 46% annual earnings growth for our investors?
Pay/increase our dividend?‖
Will it optimize economic contribution?
Effect on profitability
Attracting talent
Employee-satisfaction
Branding



Does the decision create a control(s) to mitigate









strategy 43%


Risk 36%

Does it meet criteria or standards for inclusion on
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environmental/sustainability investment funds or
indices (e.g., DJSI)
Help us to manage our debt position?
How does an investment in sustainability position us
for future growth, even though we may not be able to
quantify the growth at this time?
Is it in line with our principles and policies?
Is it in line with the UN Global principles?
Run a Sustainability Impact Assessment
Run a supplier pre-qualification, assessment and audit
Is it in line with our purpose/goals?
Does it make business sense?
How does it fit with our overall strategy?
Long term success built into our strategy
Long term trends that we think that will tap into our
strategies
Business case
Scenario planning



Cost 43%



How much will it cost?
Does the opportunity require capital investment or
require operating cost?




Will it meet the approval of important stakeholders?
What do our customers want?
Stakeholders influence

evaluated risk(s)?
Impact of sustainability related decisions on license to
operate and certification standards

Governance 36%



What are the policies we are operating within?
how is this going to relate to future regulations or
requirements that we have

Stakeholders 14%


With the understanding that ‘business-as-usual’ is not an option - what might this transformational
change look like for companies? What aspects of the current reality would need to change in order to
achieve transformational change?
Mindset 59%















Innovation 53%




Go beyond regulations , PR
New measurements (quality of life)
New concepts of business models
The pricing of the planet has to be properly integrated
into policies and actions of the collective government
Consumption
cooperative business support for correct pricing on
environmental goods (e.g. carbon, biodiversity)
Resource management
Changes to the historical preferences of humans
regarding wealth
instead of ―load follows demand‖ we will see in the
future more ―demand follows load‖
Move from commodity based products to services and
solution provider
Internalize externalities and integrate in the cost basis
for decision making
change expectations of investors such that they
encourage long term system solutions beyond ―quick
short term wins‖
We have to transform the way we do business and you
will not make that happen with just project based
changes
Change how do we do business right now










Systems thinking 47%




Technologies
Creating and promoting low Footprint technology
getting companies to employ design rules for product
innovation
Nuclear power MUST be part of the solution; same for
CCS
increase of decentralized electricity generation and emobility
higher capital investment on new technology
low carbon mobility for all
Zero emissions
Smart transportation
Energy consumption
Find new solutions of how do we move money from a
to b.

Collaboration 41%


There is much work to do to understand the whole
system
True value accounting and integrate natural capital in
the balance sheet
Developing people‘s knowledge of natural systems so
that they will be positioned to make sustainable
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more cross-sector collaboration in the future, like with
ICT companies on Smart Grid
Enable complex coalition
expand our current ―open innovation‖ approach to
―multi-stakeholder co-creation‖
develop skills and processes for co-creation








choices
Influence individuals to consider environmental issues
in their product choices
Make our products more efficient and less impactful
over the full life of use of the product the full length of
our supply chain and collaborate with all the other
companies and customers to accomplish this
Ensure that the business case for adopting sustainable
development in strategy is internalized well among all
the employees from all sectors in the organization for
them to apply their respective competencies towards
developing-n-deploying solutions & platforms for
sustainable development




Legislation 29%




make regulations to help companies to push and pull
companies to take faster action
Policies
Combination of society saying that there are actions
that are inappropriate
Business will go through transformational change
when they are pushed to do so – at the heart of
business there is incrementalism at play
Policy framework which gives viable markets/
business model
Regulation




Part of it is about awareness
Awareness of massive capital investment needed






People need to come up with collective investment blue
prints that allows everyone to play their role
Consumers, infrastructure, policies, fuel producers, car
companies – bring all of these together in order to find
the best solutions.
bigger role for collaboration

Stakeholders 24%



Buy in from top management
develop business models for fair value sharing between
the stakeholders resulting from these co-creation
projects




Invest in sustainability within their own organizations
Awareness of massive capital investment needed

Awareness 18%

Investments 18%

Where do you see the best opportunities for initiating the integration of sustainability strategies
within companies?
Early adaptors 57%








The vision of sustainability should be embedded into the company‘s vision
Commitments in sustainability reporting to achieve certain milestones along the way.
Large industrial businesses with expansive supply chains need to lead the initiative and work aggressively with the supply
chain partners
Everywhere that a company has a high-enough readiness
Board of Directors (many investors are calling for increasing responsibility and accountability for sustainability risk
management at the board level)
This will depend on the company. It will be important to begin the sustainability journey in a department that has the
respect of the whole organization. Ideally there will be an internal SD team developed to shepherd the sustainability
journey; members of this team will represent the organization horizontally and vertically and the journey will be endorsed
and championed by senior management and C-suite.

Holistic effort 29%






The sustainability department. Without it there is no one to talk to.
The risk management section
Start in different departments but eventually you will have to penetrate the whole organization
Internal operations - reinvent your business model
Joint effort – people will be more willing to implement because they have contributed their ideas
CFO portfolio – sustainability is a risk and finance management issue and should rest with the finance/capital management
file



Bottom up coming up with the initiatives
Top down coming up with implementation



Other


what are the suggestions on how to make the Vision 2050 report a more applicable resource for
companies when moving towards Strategic Sustainable Development?
Tool 57%


Strategic plan 57%


Provide suggested indicators for measuring on and
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Establish a decision-making framework for assessing











reporting success
Provide better metrics for a sustainability dashboard
with which to monitor progress on the journey.
Track what people are doing (and make it public to
show people it works)
Explain the methodologies behind Vision 2050
Create tools and frameworks to help businesses
develop roadmaps to reach their sustainability goals
Provide free software tools for businesses to use
Provide free e-Learning 2.0 opportunities for
businesses
Translate it from a societal-level set of pathways to a
for-profit-enterprise-level set of pathways.
Use more business terminology throughout.
Ground the recommendation and goals with
scientifically-based definitions of sustainability.



sustainability investments (and all investments) – the
three prioritizing questions
Internal policy framework , committee for Vision 2050
– governance structure for that
Adapt the Vision 2050 to local context.



Provide definitions of success



Support system 29%




Definitions 29%

Sharing of lessons learned – when companies were
building on the recommendations what didn‘t go
smoothly? To avoid the same mistakes
Provide material in multiple language formats
Make it easier for all businesses to get directly
involved with the WBCSD

What are the decisive components of a successful management model? What are components that
should not appear in a successful management model?
94% - Hard-wiring
Vision (Strategy) 69%










Tools 69%




Uncovering the sustainability component within the
strategic risk
Explore your strategic options and check what is your
sustainability options
Milestones
Identify what the company believes is important and
has the appetite to handle
For each sustainability strategy what the initiatives,
next steps, ownership that need to happen in order to
achieve them and how do you assign responsibility,
very granular next steps
Implement sustainability in business strategy and
decisions.
Long-term thinking instead of short-term thinking
Internalize externalities like external environmental
costs.






Structure 50%









Measurements (KPIs)
Financial incentives
Prioritize the top sustainability actions and issues that
are facing the company
A maturity model demonstrating the pathway to
complete implementation (demonstrates that each
organization will have to identify where they fall on
the continuum and what stage to work towards)
Financial criteria
Baseline assessment, selection of actions and
assessment of proven state

Control 50%


Read the trends around you and understand them
Link initiatives to business opportunity
Integration of sustainability into central structure
Assessment of top sustainability topics are for the
company (ie: energy, marketing, regulation, toxins)
Internal research to assess where they are on each of
those topics
take issue areas and organize them into larger groups
2-3 sustainability goals and those goals needs to be
aligned with the company‘s overall vision
Direction on collaboration (with key success factors)
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You manage what your measures, (not measure what
you manage) - you need to be able to show the
progress
Accountability
Collective accountability
Clarity and Transparency – for what strategic reasons
are you doing this?
Identify a cross-functional group of people that are
responsible for driving sustainability within the
organization (ideal = top leadership to push the agenda
+ operational folks (operations, supply chain, HR)
Have at least one person responsible for achieving
responsibility objectives in the company like a Chief
Sustainability Office
Aspects of the Deming cycle – plan, do, check, act, as
well as monitoring and communication, and iterative
learning and evaluation.

59% - Soft
Holistic engagement 70%




Vision 50%

Engagement of the top management, so much can
happen in the bottom level
Tone from the top needed
Find consensus between stakeholders






Clear vision
Stretch goals
Long term goals
Ask: What does it mean to be sustainable for a
company? Is it in front of your suppliers? Should you
redesign products and if you spent money to do that,
how would you retrieve that? Through brand and
reputation? What is sustainability and how should a
company interpret it practically is a fundamentally
question to ask when dealing with the application of
sustainable development concepts



NOT PR focused

People 40%




Other

Open dialogue
Minds and hearts of your people
Empower employees and give them specific tasks they
have to achieve
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Appendix E: Vision 2050 Implementation Guide
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